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ENGINEER STEVENS (HTAHHEL
OVER AUTHORITY- AM) BOTH
HOT FOOTED IT TO THE WHITE
HOlisE STEVENS USED - HOT
IANtiUAiE TO SHONTS AND
NOW IT'S UP TO ONE OF TUB,
TWO TO REKION ROOSEVELT
TRIED TO SMOOTH IT OVER.
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TWO KIMiEl) AND FIVE ARE
WOUNDED IX FIFTY SHOTS
San Francisco, Jan. 12. During a
fight last night In Oakland, between
two "tongs," two Chinamen were
killed and five wounded. About fifty
shots were exchanged.
H ERCULAN EUM S KOOF

HAS BEEN REMOVED.
Home, Jan. 12. The lava covering the ancient city of Herculaneum
has now been removed and .today
the old city stands out in something
like its pristine glory. It'.has' been
'
found that the streets of Herculaneum are practically walls of solid
concrete and the buildings are sealed
with barriers and roofs of concrete,
for the lava mud has become stone
thfe lapB rt lime." "IJUCht the
xcavation work had to be done with
""jrr.l and blast and owing to t'ais several priceless art treasures were deof
stroyed. The American citizen
Rome at a meeting today decided to
form an underground museum where
all the uncovered art treasures will
he exhibited.

OFFICIAL REI'ORT ON
RUSSIAN TERRORISTS
St. Petersburg, Bus., Jan. 12. The
Temps today in Its official Issue pub
lished the fallowing appalling statis
tics respecting the murderous opera
tion of the terrorists from February
1905, to Dec. 31, 1906. During this
period the following persons were
either killed or dangerously injured
by dagger, revolver or bomb, viz.:
Governors general and governors of
towns, 67; prefects of police and oth
er officers of the force, 372; police
men, 34"; officers of the Gendarmle,
47; officers of the army of the Im
perial guard. 124; soldiers, 382; civic
functionaries of various ranks, 215
clergyman, 55; members of commer
68;
land owners
clal Institutions,
and manufacturers, 117, and bankers
and merchants, 72. During the same
period the number of ordinary per
sons, peasants workmen
and etc.
killed or wounded by the terrorist
reached the enormous total of 32,

n
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DOROTIiY PARDEE IS MARRIED.
Hazleton, Pa., Jan. 12. The marriage took place here today of Miss
Dorothy Pardee, eldest daughter of
Frank Pardee, the coal operator, and
Harold Benjamin Clarge, of New
York. Miss Pardee and Mr. Clarke
are well known in New York society.
The brides grandfather was the
founder of this city and a pioneer
operator in the anthracite fields.
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NEW YORK INSURANCE
REFORMS IN FORCE,
New York, Jan. 12. The insurance
reforms secured by the Armstrong
committee of the legislature come
Into effect today. For this year and
hereafter no company will be allow
ed to write more than 1150,000.000
worth of business a year; agents com
missions will be reduced at least one
fourth; every new policy must con
tain the full contract under which
the holder and insurer alike are
bound, and no more deferred divided
policies can be Issued. Besides the
main reforms several other but less
drastic changes go into effect.
Metal Market.
12.
Copper
lead unchanged.
New York, Jan.
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NEGRO RIOT
South Carolina Senator Makes
Characteristic Speech to
Crowded Senate.

i

Special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 1 2. There
Is another row on In Panama canal
;
circles.
The rumpus is between the chairman of the canal commission and the
chief engineer, and It may lead to
the resignation of Chairman Theo.
Shonts or of Engineer John F. Stevens. At present the two are working together under a truce patched
up by President Rooserelt.
Matters did not come to on open
rupture until
Immediately
after
President Roosevelt's departure from
strip.
It will be recalled that the
the
by
president's
visit was followed
some reforms In the way of a reor
ganisation of some of the depart
ments and a straightening out of
of Jurisdiction.
several questions
Briefly stated .what the president did
was to divide all the canal administration Into seven executive departments, and to order that all these departments report directly to Mr.
Shonts, who. In addition, was given
the authority to hire or fire in them.
The effect of this was to reduce the
chief engineer, from being second in
xuthorlty to the chairman, to a plane
with seven other department chiefs.
He had formerly been in supreme
control of all canal work matters In
the absence of Chairman Shonts, and
when the latter was on the strip was
The new order
his chief lieutenant.
stripped him of all these extraordi
nary powers.
In company with six other officials
he was presented on the day of the
president's departure with a general
order from the chairman defining
Just what his authority would in the
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Revenue Commissioner Yerkes Announces Race War Imminent
and Gives His Slogan For
Denies He Is Unfavorable to DeWhiteman's Country.
natured Alcohol Production.

CHIEF ENGINEER STEVENS.

RECLAMATION MATTERS
BROUGHT BEFORE
CONGRESS
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to Turn Back Colorado
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E. M. BIGELOW.
negie remarked, "Yes, here I ua willing to give more millions to Pittsburg, but they don't have the brains
to use it." Mr. Blgelow took It that
the eteel king meant that PitUburg-er- s
do not carry out his plan4 th
way he wants them. "

of

Modern Times. Says
Shontz.

vari-color-
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BROWNSVILLE

AT CAPITAL

Special to The Evening CUIsien.
Washington, V). C, Jan. 12. H. B,
Holt, prominent politician of south
ern New Mexico, and who Is a candi
date for the speakership of the next
New Mexican legislative house, Is In
the city. He and Delegate Andrew:
visited tho different departments to
future be.
The story of whnt occurred has day. The diversion dam of the Ele
Just reached Washington. There was phant Butte project and other mat
an Interview between Stevens and ters of the reclamation service wercj
Shonts which recalls the historic In- before the house today.
terview between Taft and Wallace.
The chief difference was that Stevens PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE ON
COIiORAlM) RIVER BREAK
used the strong language.
was a
Incompetents
"Damned
Washington, Jan. 12., The presl
term applied to Borne of Mr. Shonts' dent today sent to the senate a me
4
i
I.'.. .. i ..
rut.
i
assistants and staff. ' As for taking sage urging some action by congress
privileged to' Bee some details of the orders from them and having to towards
remedying
the situation
preparations were astouned at their have his work subjected - to them,
by the break in the Colorado
scope even through forewarned by Mr. Stevens would havu none of it. caused
four miles below the interna
the general statement about grand and said so plainly.
- ' river
.
tlonal line ' In Mexico, and which
eur and expense, it la almost ua
trav
Stevens
Mr.
Mr. Shonts and
threatens property interests tu the
belleveable that so much elaboration eled Immediately to the states.
But Imperial valley
The
ever would bo entered upon for an they traveled by different boats. Mr. message contains of a California.
long review of
automobile show; it was more on Shonts had the president's ear first the situation and says that prompt
the scale of preparations for the Then Stevens had an Interview.
action must be taken, otherwise con
receptions
of some national hero
Just what occurred at the White dltlons will become so extreme as to
such as that given in this city for House is not known. It Is under bo impracticable of remedy. He es
Admiral Dewey on his return from stood thnt Mr. Stevens tendered his timntes that for $2,000,000 the rlvc
the Philippines.
telling the president can be restored to Its former than
The motor cars resignation,
have attracted their usual following that he did not propose to be respon nel.
The question of
sum, I
of the public but apart from them Bible for work whicli he did not have any, should be paid by whut
the Souther:
the scenic surroundings are worth a. free hnnd to perform. It Is said Pacific for work done since
Novein
a long trip to every lover of a gorge that Mr. Stevens recalled to Presl ber 4th Is one for future consldera
ous spectacle. The coloring Is so varied dent Roosevelt certain promises which tion.
Referring to the
and harmoniously distributed as to the latter had made to him when he Development company, he California
th
elude description In black and white, 'took the position as successor to Wal- - United States should acquire said
Its right
but some Idea of the ensemble can be lace, promises that he should not be and its Irrigation project should
had by those who can picture a hampered by unnecessary rea tape, carried out by the reclamation servbo
palatini Swiss garden In the late ' and that he should have all tne au Ice.
an thorlty needed to carry on the work
fall or early winter.
Beneath
amber sky, spangled with pale sil- with energy and expedition.
S M I : I'ltl sSI DENTIAL
very stars blink a good night to the
All that is known as to the presl
NOMINATIONS ARE MADI
Mr. Ste
sinking sun, or the mellow and lint's talk Is the result.
Washington, Jan. 12. The presl
flaming glories of autumnel foliage vens nromised to go back to the Isth
today sent to the senate the fol
are playing hide and seek about mus and give the new system a trial. clent
lowing nominations:
rustic arbors, and the coloring Is reAll the same Mr. Stevens Is known
Assistant secretary of the treasury
flected upon pure white Btatuary and to be in a resignation mood, and his
chief. Arthur r . Stater, of Washington.
in plushing
fountains;
the green relations with his nominal
Register of the land office
sward of the garden Is delicately Chairman Shonts, are not cordial. At Pueblo,
Colo., Samuel Abbey.
flecked in white by the first desultory this distance it looks as If one or otn
Receiver of public moneys at Puflakes of ii snow furry sent to tell er would have to go.
eblo, Colo., John J. Lambert.
that winter Is at hand. In the perspective, on all sides. Is Alpine scen- REPORT ON DAIRY PRO
ery with hamlets snuggling between
!' WASHINGTON
DUCTS
snowy peaks and mountain lakes
Dairy CITY DIRECTORY IS
Olvmola. Jan. 12 State
gleaming In the lingering, refracted and Food Inspector L. Davies In his
rays of the sunset hour. Last year report published today states that an
the decorative plan was to represent uggregate value of $5,000,000 was the
JADLY NEEEDED
an Italian garden In summer time, output of the dairy industries of the
with classic cornices about and a state for the past year but this does
color scheme of white and gold. not include the output of 155 cream- THE EVEMXO
CITIZEN WILL
That was tine, but very cheap com- eries for 1906 the re ports from which
MMN filVK THE CITY A FIRST
pared with todays exhibition.
For have not yet been received. Butter
CLASS DIRECTORY.
todays show more than $0,000 were manufactured In the state during the
deexpended alone in getting good
8,000,000
aggregated
year
past
signs and according to Mr. Bell, the pounds,, an increaso of about 400,000
official decorator, who made a tour pounds over the previous year, but
The Evening Citizen will, In a
through Europe the lutest ideas have reports from creameries have yet to
very short time, start canvaas- ers out to secure names for a 4
been adopted. Overland, the iron come and Inspector Davies calculates
girders of the big showhouse are that the total will amount to 9,500,-00- 0
new city directory, which Is bad- - 4
by
a canopy of amber hue,
ly needed, as the last one pub- concealed
pounds. In the last two years
straded with 37,000 silver stars. The condensed milk valued at $1,000,000
lished by an outfit not familiar '
whole floor is covered with a special- was shipped from Puget Sound and
with the city, was the poorest
ly woven green carpet, with streaks
excuse of a city directory ever
$600,000 worth from Alaska, but as
Issued In Albuquerque, und many
and dots here and there to carry out yet the industry is only In its infancy.
names of prominent
the snow motif. The side walls of
citizens f
were omitted altogether.
the main floor and platform ore consclnlilallng
electric bulbs
It Is the intention
cealed by paintings designed to perof The
Evening Citizen to make the if
fect the illusion of an Alpine per- among it. The sturways from the
are
platform
next city directory, the very best
spective, and at the Fourth avenue floor to the elevated
ever published, and when com- end there is a huge canvass painted also of rustic work and several carbrought
were
pleted it will prove one of the f
by a well known scenic artist de- loads of white birch
scene. In front from the Adrondacks and the Maine
picting a
best advertisements for the city f
central
Imaginable.
4'
of the pillars which support the gal- forests for the work. Tho
The book will contain Ulus- leries there are heroic statues on rustic tower is a masterpiece, in that
write-upattracs
trated,
pedestals, eight on each side. One It combines the maximum of
of the city,
figure represents the "Goddess of the tiveness with the minimum exacrailroad shops, lumber
mills, 4
spate.
churches, university, schools and 4
Show," another Is a winged mercury tions upon the valuable floor
Is
designed in Paris. These two figures The arbor has a sloping roof that
all other important enterprises, 4
besides advertisements
are posed alternately along the supported solely by pillars rising to
and a 4
pilcomplete directory of names 4
sides.
At either end of the bund the peak and at the ground the
of rustic
from A to 2.
4
stand is another heroic figure repre- lars are the stanchions
A section of the book will also
senting "Triumph." Near the Madi- seats. The general picture Is not
as
lie devoted to u directory of Old 4
son avenue entrance Is a great foun- marred by any visible railings
Albuquerque,
tain, twenty feet across the base and those on the elevated platform are
and the many
points of interest
eight feet in height.
of the "old
It has three concealed by artx noveau paintings.
berg" will be Illustrated with up- - 4
basins and Its several Jets are Illumi- Introduced so as not to have too
half-tone
0
propriate
cuts.
4
nated by various colored lights. The much mountain scenery. In all
The Evening Citizen, with the 4
spirit of the fountain Is a nympn,
yards of draperies are used The
exception of the year 1905, when 4
holding a dolphin, and on the rim exhibits outnumber those at any prean impostor by the name of 4
of the buttl are sea urchins pouring vious exhibition of the kind In the
Ives stepped in and got out a 4
lihallons from water vessels held In world. All the known makers are
poor excuse of a city directory,
their hands. On each side tit the represented. Society has turned out
has published every directory 4
fountain are allegorical statues
of and fashionable New Vorlc in assisttliiH city has ever had, and they
heroic size having a background of ing In making the ."how u success
have been credits both to this
natural plants and foliage,
'his Among tlie foreign exhibits are the
office and the canvassers em- - 4
fountain Is a piece of work worthy winning Darracq Fiat, De Dietrich,
ployed in gathering names and 4
The
of permanency for It contains some Hotchkiss and Clement Bayard
(J itcs for write-up4
of the best thought of the urtlst who American Automobile company exhiProper b)anks will be printed e
designed It. Stretching down through bit Tracy's car. u Thomas Haynes,
in a few days, and canvassers
All
the centre of the garden, over the Pope. Toledo and Oldsmobile.
Mill no doubt be set to work on 4
snow flecked verdure Is a rustic ar- kinds of fittings, oil, appurtenances
February 1, possibly sooner
of
4
bor made of white birch. It is in- and clothing neceary for
tertwined with autumn foils
ith autoa are on view.
i r11 r 111 v
mid-wint-
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1SE HE WOULDN'T TELL
DISPOSAL OF A BILLION.
E. M. BIGELOW.
Special Correspondence.
Pittsburg, Jan. 12. What is Andrew Carnegie going to do with his
fortune of nearly one billion dollars
when he dies?
Edward M. Bigclow knows, but he
won't tell.
Mr. Blgelow recently returned from
a trip to New York, where he had
talk with the laird
a
of Sklbo. Mr. Blgelow, who was formerly a director of public works of
Pittsburg and who has done more
than any one else in providing the
city beautiful parks, has been close
to Mr. Carnegie for years.
Mr. Carnegie introduced the subject of the disposal of his fortune
after he was gone. He showed Mr.
been
Bigelow his will, which has
drawn recently, but pledged him not
to reveal any of Its contents until
he Is dead.
That the provisions of the document are unique and that it provides for the expenditure of many
millions for philanthropic purposes Is
admitted by Mr. Blgelow. Pittsburg,
upon which Mr. Carnegie has already
spent something over I20.000.0UO,
omes in for another big slice.
During the course of the conversation Mr. Blgelow uid Mr. Car- -

?

The consequences are likely to be Altogether New and Novel
deplorable from every point of view.
Decorative Scheme GreetThe majority of the clergy and the
recognixe that
Catholics generally
ed Assembled Throngs.
practically there Is no chance for the
from
church to emerge victorious
the struggle. On the contrary, the
lot of the church will be harder. Even SHOW IS ONE OF GREAT
Juarez, the socialist leader, refers regretfully to the consequences which
SOCIETY EVENTS OF DAY
the papal encyclical will entail. He
says: "The Pope desires to save dogNew York, Jan.
12.
In reality he Is
An utterly
ma and hierarchy.
preparing their ruin. Attlla was the new precedent for superb decorative
scourge of God; Pius X is the scourge schemes was set today
when the
of the church."
doors of the Madison ivquara Garden
opened for the seventh annual Nation
XEW CARDINAL ANNOUNCED
IX)R UNITED STATES al Automobile show, which will re
Rome, Jan. 12. It has been
open until the night of the
nn Authorttv here todav that main
19th. Not even at the automobile
the encyclical or rope iieo against salon at Paris, or in any
foreign cap!
Americanism was written by C'arat tal, has there ever been attempted
nal Gibbons, who, thinking it was anything like such an elaborate and
Inspired bv Cardinal Rampollo Joined
creation for a show. More
Iho Aimtrinn and German cardinals in artistic$50,000
has been spent In pre
defeating Ramnollo at the last con than
paring,
setting
the exhibits
clave. It is also stated on high au- with thetheresult that for
Interior of
thority that Archbishop Ireland will the garden presents a the
scene . of . dazzl
k
be made a cardinal.
..

OIL FINDS REltMtTED
ON MAITOULIX ISLANDS.
Vancouver. B. C, Jan. 12. Oil has
been discovered in vast quantities In
the Manitoulln Islands. All the isof two belands with the exce-flolong to Canada and they cover a
range of one hundred and fifty miles
by seventy or eighty wide.
It has
been found that tho cost of sinking
d
wells on the islands is only about
of the cost in the oil fields of
It
Pennsylvania and West Ontario.
is announced that the Canadian govpreernment is going to step In and
vent the supplies from going Into the
hands of the Standard Oil company,
which at present controls the Canadian oil market.
MISS

,

CHAIRMAN SHONTS.

Home.

RICH SHIPMENT OF ORE
FROM OOLDFIELD MINES
Sacramento, Calif.. Jan. 12. Thirteen cars loaded with Goldfleld ore,
here
valued at $7,000,000, arrived
last night closely guarded. Each car
enre-full- y
ore
pounds
of
100,000
contained

,

CARDINAL

Paris, Jan. 12. The encyclical is
sued yesterday by the Pope seeming
ly puts an end to the hopes of the
moderates of all shades of opinion
would
that the church eventually
accommodate itself to the new conditions In France. There la not the
faintest suggestion that the French
bishops will not obey the orders from

San Francisco, Jan. 12. The North
tier-maInsurance company of Ham- burg, which has been ordered by
the German courts to pay the claims
against It, had risks amounting to
14.600,000 in the big Are last April.
The company denied its liability on
the ground of the earthquake clause
In the po'.icy,
and has paid no
claims. It Is understood by Insurance
men here that the suit in the German courts was to test this particular
clause, and that the decision was
based upon the puncturation and collapse of the clause.

St. LouK Jan. 12.

--

-- .

'

Chinese Tongs Get Into Fight In Report on Russian Terrorists Gives
Them Credit For Appalling Loss
San Francisco With Some
of Life Among Opponents.
Killed Others Wounded.
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ANOTHER ROW OVER
THE PANAMA CANAL
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Washington, D. C, Jan. 12. The
Isthmian Canal commission today
will open bids of private contractors
for the completion of the Panama
canal. In the opinion, of Chairman
Shonts, It is the greatest task of modern times and is in the highest degree
exceptional in the magnitude and
complexity of the enterprise.
The
basis on which the contract will be
awarded Is the per centage of cost
for completing the work.
Bidders are required to accompany
their proposals with a certified check
of 1200,000, and the successful bidder
Is required to give bond in the sum
of $2,000,000 to protect the govern
ment from losses. The government
expressly reserves to itself the con
trol of sanitation, of engineering and
of the department of subsistence and
quarters, as they are directly connected with the henlth and well be
ing of the canal employes. The right
of rigid supervision Is also retained.
"In no event, said Shonts, "enn
any contractor be allowed to make
these departments an Independent
source of profit."
Only Four Bids Made.
W. J. Oliver of Nashville, Tenn.,
and Anson M. Bangs of New York,
associated together, were the lowest
bidders for the construction of the
canal. Proposed work for 6.75 per
centum upon estimated cost. Four
proposals only were received. The
others bids were 7.19 per centum by
George Pierce & Co,; 12.5 per centum
by the Macrthur Gillespie company,
28 ner cel'itum bv the North Ameri
Oliver &
can Dredging Company.
Bangs, the lowest bidders, have had
much experience In contracting work.
Oliver la one of the largest railroad
contractors in America and at pres
ent Is engaged In tunneling Lookout
Mountain and other extensive works.
Bangs was contractor for the Soo
Canal locks.
CHAMP CLARK WILL TAKE
LEADERSHIP FROM WILLIAMS
Chicago, Jan. 12. A dispatch to
the Tribune from Washington, says:
There Is to be a great revolution
in the democratic political campaign.
Pledges have been given which insure
the election of Champ Clark of Mis
souri as democratic leader In the
house and the party candidate for
speaker in the place of John Sharp
Williams of Mississippi, the present
leader.
The friends of Williams do not yet
give up the fight but there Is every
reason to believe that pledges for
Clark now constitute a clear majority
of the caucus. The change Is of lm
portance because It involves a great
deal In the way of presidential poll
tics, as a democratic leader Is not to
be chosen until next December, or the
beginning of the campnlgn for noml
nation to the next presidential con
ventlon.
YEltKES SAY'S HE IS NOT
AOANST CHEAP ALCOHOL
Superior, Wis., Jan. 12. The Tele
gram today prints a report by Com
mlssloner of Internal Revenue
, . Terk.
I
es, made Dy request
oi i resiueui
Roosevelt, as a result of allegations
that newspaper had made against
The pnper
the Yerkes department.
charged that Yerkes opposed the en
actment of the law permitting the dls
tilling of denatured alcohol and that
the law was Impracticable because it
compelled the distiller to produce at
least 500 gallons a day. In his re
Dort to the president, Yerkes contra
He declared
dieted both assertions.
that a still may produce live gallons
or live mousanu anu uemes inning
the legislation
attempted to head-of- f
in question.
m

Washington.
Jan. U. The
nouncement that Senator Tillman
to speak on the Brownsville affair,
today, early crowded the galleries
and corridors of the senate. It wmm
nearly 1 o'clock when the senate finally finished the morning business an
the matter was taken up. Many members of the house were In the chamber and every possible space was occupied when Tillman made hla address.
Sicecli Wae Characteristic,
Senator Tillman spoke upon the
Brownsville Incident In the senate
today. He characterized the pre -detnt's action In the matter aa "noth-.
ing more nor less than lynching-He challenged any one to produce
in either army regulations or the ar
ticles of war any foundation for the
chmrge of conspiracy of silence, mutiny and treason as made against the
soldiers, although he declared there
was no doubt that the soldiers were
responsible
for the "outrage at
Brownsville."
Tillman held that ft
Is contrary to the fundamental principles of liberty of the English and
American law that the Innocent
should suffer because of the slna of
the guilty. He also declared
that
every man shall be considered Innocent until proven guilty.
,
"In this case," he said, "167 men
have been punished, while not more
than twenty have been charged with
participation In crime." He main
tained that the negro troops should"
not have been sent to Texas.

'

.

Holds President Responsible.
After condemning Major' Penrose
and Captain Macklln for alleged grosn
negligence and Incompetence, Ttlftran
declared that the race question til ct
the bottom of the whole trouble., II
Insisted that the president Is primarily more responsible than any other
man for the position the negroes of
the south have taken on the question
of negro rights. He gave recognition '
to Booker T. Washington in a social
way. He did It, knowing he was
(lying In the face of caste feeling
among 17,000.000 of southern white
ds
and against the same feeling of
s
or
of the northern people. He understands neither
negro nor the deep and vital character of the Issue Involved.
The attitude of the administration
In this social question has been the
cause of a great and notable chanr
In the demeanor
of the negros
throughout the south and the great r
question of relationship between the
races cannot much longer be kipt
down.
Announce His Slogan.
Tillman predicted In the near future a race conflict.
In the sou'h
and In Cuba the question Is whether
the whites or the negroes shall prevail. On the Pacific coast the relationship
between Mongolian
and
high time that something shall b
high time 'that somethang shall be
done to have this great and vital
question brought before the country
In some sensible way. For himself,
he was ready to go to battle under
the slogan of "Amerioto for Americans, and this Is n white man's country, and the white man must govern
It."
two-thir-

three-fourth-

--

ADDITIONAL
FAMILIES HEOI'IHED.
Washington,
12.
Jan.
Statistics
published by the board of agriculture today show that there are approximately 600,000.000 acres of public land yet to be tenanted and the
board" has proclaimed its judgment
that with rapid farming five acres of
the fertile unoccupied land are sufficient to support
an average sized
family. This would mean homes for
60,000,000 more families than there
are now lit the country or about 240.- 000,000
individuals
which would
swell the population to three times Its
present extent.
tlO.OCMt.OOO

CITRl'S CROP EXPECTED
TO BE RECORD BREAKER.
San Francisco, Jan. 12. The actual
shipments of oranges for the past
season from Southern California were
22.175 cars, and 3,788 cars of lemons.
This season the lemon crop promises
to be larger than last year, but reports from the orange groves are TEXAS HOI SE HOLDS i K.III'
HOl'lt DERATE ON B All. FY
rather conflicting but it is safe to
state that all round the crop will
12.
Austin, Texas, Jun.
At
ll
show a falling off of fifteen per cent. o'clock today the lower house of legeight-hour
islation stalled upon an
RECORD IMMIGRATION
discussion whether Senator Bailey
TO BOSTON PORT. should be Investigated by the comBoston. Mass., Jan. 12. No less mittee or the house In a body, as to
than 12,859 Immigrants landed at this his alleged connection with the
port during the past year. The figoil company. The two
ures relate exclusively to aliens ar- factions agreed that each side should
ports and have four hours' time, ami at the ex- riving from
show that Italians lead all others piratlon of that tiifle the vole should
with a total of 17.049. Scandanavians ue laseii. Adjournment will prooaoiy
follow with 1 1.476, and Irish with occur before the debate is concluded.
9,280. Only 12 Chinese and 9 Japanese came here seeking homes.
Till BRAZILIAN tori I I :
CROP I N'CREASl N.
New Yoik. Jan 12. Figures pubTYPHOID F.PEDEMIC
IX PENNSYLVANIA lished today tiiou that
the recent
Scranton, Pa., Jan. 12. There are valorization Miieme Is gradually Innow 80(1 cases of typhoid fever here. creasing coffee shipments from Brasil
The death only number ten. Mayor to this country. Ill November lld.- cre imported, the
Dimick has made a personal inspec 3H6.2UK pouml
big
tion of the poorer quarters where) value being f iM 1 2 tili" The l
the epedemic exixts and states that baiikinK houses ill this city
hicii
he found a deplorable condition in noweo iiien confidence in I'r.iiil-certain densely occupied places. All scheme for c oft , v al u nation b
steps are being taken by the authoriadvancing the I'Mii of IJ.oart.Oiia !
ties to Mlamp out the disease which tile KoVerilinelll ot tile
of M
is said to have originate. fr.mi the I'aulo today state, tliaf no public oi
feting of the loan wiU he
uv of Impure water
trans-Atlant-
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Afro-Americ-

Willi ASIAN
mr So She Told the Police Was
Possibly Case. When Asking Aid of Them.
HOW THE SLUMS ACT

TO-

WARDS ANYSTRAY INDIAN

Dispensing Charity Proves Very
Expensive In Great City
on the Hudson.
Correspondence.

Frr-d-

Jan. IS. A well dress
ed Iranian crying as If her heart
would break ran into a police station
V'ew York,

--

--

a turn days ago. "Please

lit

find my

lust one for me," Hhe pleaded,
to la gone I know not where." The
wreant who has a kind heart was
at

by the womans misery
W will do all we can," he Bald in
av trembling yolce,
"and you must
attape for the best. When did your
Srarad disappear?" "Thin moraine
raid tke fair lady with a sob.
"Hon old was he?" 'Three years
Wy tnisband Is away on business and
HUa Is ray only darling;.
He will be
when he returns and finds
rtrcted
mint gone." "How was he dressed?"
the sergeant putting down all
'failed
saartlcularti in the blotter as he got
am . "He wasn't dressed at all."
bbed the lady. "Why the poor
Mid win freeae to death." cried the
In dismay.
"Oh, Mr.
raid the lady, "I think he
toped with the ashman's dog. My
"band. Professor Andre, was
him for the stage and he can
nd on this head."
"Quit, please,"
raid the sergeant.
toatclaed

Ser-wmt- ."

a;

Brandy In Fruit Cuke.
That brandy In the fruit cuke can
caaae the first departure from
trletly temperate lives has been
ksmanstrated again at the home of a
StmiUeinan

living

In

the Bronx, when

inmates or his house were
me by the intoxicant used to
trnlt cake. Mr. Koeing. a

man. was surprised and shock- -

to see hU two fine tiger cats, Tom
d Jenny, stagger about the room

con pie of gilded youths In a
lahter palace at 3 a. in. Jenny sat
e a aquirrel and smiled coquet-Wabaa she made passes with her
forward pawa at something she only
.caaold see. Mr. Koenlg soon learned
tha felines had gone astray for
thm pantry were the remains of a
fruit cake and several mine.
ruit cake had been
for weeks in brandy, and was
rich, redolent and tempting that
are aroma had drawn the mice from
fcelr holes. Then Tom and Jenny
iaad found the mice, and from the
fact that ao many were killed by
Me cata. it was evident that they
mm In a dreadful state of
Intoxication, when the pussies pounced
Uwra. Tom and Jenny were in
overcome by the brandy. And
rodents and felines must he
acwuitled of an intention to begin the
aw year with a jag, said irfr. Koenlg
mm i uwf ally.
br

sea-ant-

up-m- m

Ie

the first case of the day, but thm
after to midnight complaints were
mnny and profanity
much. The
night was bitter cold and the proopened
prietor
the front and back
doors, and himself stood there three
believing
hours,
that the pests were
being froaen out. He was all wrong.
In the morning they were as bad as
ever, worse In fart, and the ensh
drawer was visibly shrinking.
To
make It worse he was harried by
patent exterminator men and drug
store runners full of advice and expensive powders.
It was his hope
that the mosqultos would feed to repletion on the food display, but Instead they let the eatables alone and
They
attended strictly to patrons.
were men eaters with malice aforethought,
last night there was a
grand sulphur feast. Sticks of It and
candles of it and In powdered form
were set going until the place wa
full of acrid smoke. No luck, however. The skceters are there yet.
Now the proprietor has called In his
plumber and instructed him to rip
out the pipes.
The
chef threw up his Job. He was bom
In the Alabama 'black belt"
And
supposed himself immune but ha
couldn't stand midwinter
mosipiitos
in ltrooklyn and so fled.
Husband's ICgul Responsibility.
another
twist at dressmakers suits for ex
travagant gowns and unpaid bills but
New York was slightly beforehand.
From the French capital comes a
decree which will Interest tlressmak
ers as well as women who have a
penchant for running up bills which
they know hubby never can pay. A
fashionable dressmaker In Paris degowns
manded $3,800 for twenty-on- e
supplied to a woman within two
months and sued the woman and her
husband and the court in giving
Judgment for the amount cautioned
tradesmen that they should show
prudence and reserve when orders
were offered which were obviously
exaggerated and extravagant.
The
question of dressmakers and their
clients' responsibilities has had many
Interesting airings
in New York
courts. Judge McCarthy, of the
municipal court, who has served
25 years and knows
much about
women and dressmakers' suits as anyone In New York says: "There is
absolutely nothing startling about
this Parisian decree. The law In
New York makes the husband liable
for all the necessities the wife buys
but we must use our judgment as
to what necessities are. ' What would
be right for Mrs. Vanderbllt would
not be requisite to Mrs. Jones of a
cheap tenament. From a legal standpoint the Parisian decree is only
what has happened time and again
in this country and proves that husbands are liable for necessary expenditures but not for luxuries.

I'arls courts have taken

Conduct of Slum Hoodlums.
The great disrespect shown Indians on the streets of New York has
reached a climax for now "Black
Crow," a full blooded Indian Is lying
in St. Vincents hospital close to
death. He was approached by three
roughs in the saloon in which he
lived and ordered to do an Indian
dance. He tried to get away but
they seized him by the arms, but he
finally broke away and ran upstairs.
Three men followed him and Black
Crow In an effort to escape went oat
of a window to the roof of an adjoining house. His assailants, continuing the sport, five followed the
fleeing Indian and them him over the
edga to the sidewalk. This rufllanly
Is
conduct
of dally occurrence.
When an Indian appears on the street
he Is Jeered, and whistled at by the
cosmopolitan rag lag and bob tail,
the veriest scum of the earth that
Inhabits New York.
I tat
her Expensive Charity.
The annual report the 63rd one
of the New York associations for improving the condition of the poor
shows that some of the dispensers of
the fund have materially Improved
their own financial status for it has
cost $111,803 to dispense $92,251 to
the poor. Surely this is a state of
affairs which should be Inquired Into
for the public Is entitled to some protection from vampires of this description. A statement In the society's report which borders on sarcasm
is
rather amusing. It reads as follows:
"The association challenges proof
that it has refused to give money or
food where needed. Its chief aim
years has been to
for sixty-thre- e
conditions; its secondary aim
has been to relieve necessities and
It has done It wherever called upon
the past year."
Yes to the extent
of a nicket, but where did the $111,-10- 3
go to?
tin-pro-

of Winter
a midwinter mosquito
Cruelty to Animals.
Brooklyn. It began a week
Following the avalanche or com"mUa-e- when a travel stained stranger plaints received during the piut three
a restaurant in Adam street mouths the society for the prevenasked for a pie. He was the tion of cruelty to unimals has inauguperfect swordsman which the rated a campaign against the high
mwrniXeru
rn the place, themselves overdraw check-reiThe principal
adepts, bad ever Keen. With each offenders are persons of wealth and
Mom-iiHon-

.

TJer
d

a-- d

"a

n.

4ioe of pie his sword went

down

social standing, who keep fashionable

equipages and persistently practice
throat to the hilt, and in their
the waiters forbore to notice this cruelty. The campaign is not
taint, faraway singing like elfin one of prosecution, but education as

mtm

wtaadc

He was the last patron of
and so was considered
Next morning the coffee
raiab was well underway when a man
raaa roaring: "Is this January or
Jly, or is it t'oney Island?"
he howl
"I'tn bit to death!" The back
f his neck and hands showed a
of mosquito patches. His was

oy

m

the coachman is shown how cruei
the use of the check-rei- n
is ami Is
then ordered to remove It. Many
horses have been found with leather
disc burrs attached to the bridles.
All these have been removed and the
coachman threatened with prosecution should he use them again.
These burrs are attached to the liriille
alongside of the bit, and an- a device used by the coachmen to keep
their horses from throwing their
heads from side to side, also to cure
horses who have a haliit of rolling
their ' tongues. The check-rei- n
w as
devised to give the horse a straight
but will now be altogether abolished. The Baring bit hauls. !,.,. n abandoned.
-

Don't Imagine
That because you have

suf-

fered for a long time from a
weak stomach there is no
cure for you. You Haven't

tried the right medicine,
that's all.

Thusands of sufferers during the past 53
years voluntarily testified that
HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

BITTERS

cured them after all else had
failed. You should therefore
Try it at once. It always cures
Poor Appetite, Sour Ris

ings, Nausea, Cramps, Indigestion, Chills, Colds or

Female Ills. We guarantee
it absolutely pure.

apM-araiic- e
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been clienhito.l
of the public schools
of Kosuell was to be cut short on account of a lack of funds. Fred J.
Beck, clerk of the mard of education has made the public statement
that there ure funds on hand sufliclent to run the schools at least four
months longer and that it is the intention to keep the schools luimiiig
lor Hie usual full term.

that the term

--

PROF. II. i:. Ill KM It
Ol ITS TOMIisTOM. SCHOOLS
Prof. 11. K. Beriier, superintendent
of the Tombstone schools lias been
made clerk of the hoard of supervisors, by which action the school
system of that town loses an instructor to till whose place is no easy task.
Prof. Hemer will not assume the du
ties of his new position at once, agree
ing to remain at the head of the
schools until such time as the trustees may decide upon his successor.

IMMENSE

EVENING CITIZEN.

1907 Needs Spirit
of Brotherhood

CO-

OPERATION IN

and Mayor el Toledo,

For Fine

0- -

hat In my opinion, Is
crying
need of the United States "the
In 1907?"
what the United States needs :t all
times, and hence In 1907, is more of
the spirit of brotherhood
Thi.
not be brought about by any program
or
formula,
or by adopting resoluScheme Which Seems to Have tions or passing
laws, or by subscribWe try to keep In stock all the
ing
to
any
particular creed nr .la
More Finance Than It
trine; it can be done only by each
well known nml reliable Toilet
man's adopting a correct attitude toPrepaid lions on the market. If
Mas Firmness.
ward life; a,,d to do this he must
wo haven't what you want we
llrst ask himself the question: "What
will got It for you. We are able
my relation to my fellow
Portland. Ore., Jan. 12. The Comen?"
If he will do this seriously,
to always serve your Interests
operative Christian federation with very
he will
soon discover that It Is necessary
In the best possible way.
$5,000,000 capital has been successhim first to look on people as
fully launched here. Two years of for
people
merely
not as poor or rich,
unceasing work by the promoters
have been so successful that work bad or good, the working class or the
lias already begun on ft gigantic plan
of development of raw land and re
sources, construction of model towns
homes, stores and
and
industrial enterprises In the state of
Oregon. It is the blgest undertak
ing of its kind known In the United
States. A bond issue of $50,000,000
Occidental Life Tlulldlng.
will be the financial basis
of the
federations operations and the sale
Corner Broadway and
of the first $2,000,000 of these bonds
Is now on. A large block of the
East Railroad Avenue
bonds has been subscribed In the east
and ample funds are available for
Colo Phone, Black 30.
carrying on the work. The funds
will be handled through the Mer
Iff,
'
chants Investment and Trust com
;
pany, of this city, which
certifies
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
each bond and Is the custodian of a
sinking fund, which Invested at com
per cent per
pound interest at 3
Full Sot or Teeth
annum, will cancel the bonds at their
Gold Filling
S1.50 up
maturity fifty years hence. The same
t "old Crowns
$8
company also takes charge and will
PalnlcM KxtracUng
50c
Invest a further sum from which
will be paid to all bond holders their
fixed interest of fifty per cent per
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
annum for the first five years. It Is
ANTEED.
calculated that the profits of the undertaking from advancing values on
Its lands and other properties and
operation of its industries will at the
end of the llrst five years bo more
than sufliclent to carry out the financial plan. Subsequent bond issues
BRAND WHITLOCK.
will be made from time to time.
B. F. COPP,
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BL.DG.
Idle class, not as of this race or
that
VIM I'OWIi
i ace, or this religion
or that reiio-- .
FAST DISAPPEA I tl NG. Ion, not even
as
paupera
criminals
or
Washington, D. C, Jan. 12. The or
THE BAMBINI COMPANY
but as people merely, hureport of the United States agricul- manhoboes
beings exactly like himself In all
tural department Just Issued regard essentials.
ing the threatened extinction of wild
If we believe that Ood made mnn
Makes a specialty of cleaning,
fowl will be of great interest to hunt- In His own linage
pressing and repairing garments for
i
ers all over the country for it dis Howells has so well orsaid,
both ladles and gentlemen, and every
closes a state of facts which point out of Himself because he "made him garment Is thoroughly sterillaed In Its
to the total extinction of wild duck, ing else to make anybody had noth- cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory;
of," we
teal, wild geese, and all wild water must believe that men areoutbrothers.
goods called for and prompt delivery
fowl In the near future. The can-ve- and it we were
really to believe this. made. Monthly club rates on appli
back and the
once e
immediately act on the be- cation.
very common along the Atlantic lief ttouia
Suits made to order.
and begin at once
A special
treat all
coast from Florida to Nova Scotia, other men just as If theyto were
cutter employed for this purpose.
are now exceedingly scarce and of brothers; and when the majority our
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 West
the great flocks that formerly cover- others in this way, the problems treat Railroad avenue, upstairs.
ed Chesepeake Bay few now Immi confront us now will all he solvedthat
as
grate thither, but in the Carolines a if by magic.
How to Prevent" Bilious Attacks.
few flocks winter on the coast. So
To do this, one does not have ta
One who Is subject to bilious
rapidly are wild fowl diminishing in wait for any especially appointed tacks will notice that for a day ator
Minnesota that It has been found time; he does not have to wait until more before the attack he is not hun
necessary to pass a law prohibiting the committee reports
or
the gry at meal times and feels dull after
not only the export of ducks, but organization is perfected alluntil
eating.
A dose of Chamberlain's
he
has
even their sale within the state limit. to do Is to begin now to treat
Stomach and Liver Tablets when
Department experts are of the opin- men In this spirit, and when one other
man these first symptoms appear will ward
ion that the enforcement of moder- does that, others will do It and yet off the attack. They are for sale by
ately stringent protective laws and others, and so on, until all men do it. all druggists.
the establishment of preserves In the
A Mock .of birds intending
il
states where water fowl can be sure does not first hold a convep'lonto an 1
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.
of safety and shelter, will not only discuss the matter for a lone Hun.
Department
of the Interior,
avert the threatened extinction of and have talk and palaver, an 1 ap
Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
certain Bpecles, but in the increase of point committees rind wait for them
all wtaer fowl to a point somewhere to report, and then idopt a constituDec. 29, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that Santi
neur the recent abundance.
Wells tion and
ami oleot officers to
ago
Grlego
W. Cook, of the biological survey see that the flying is done; what they
of Carpenter, N. M has
of tho agricultural department, as- do is this: one bird opens Its wings filed notice of his intention to make
five-yeproof In support of
serts that the great diminution In and flies, and then another bird does final
wild fowl has been caused by the the same thing, and in an Instant all his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
""'"-dspring shooting and destruction In he birds are doing It, and so the Hock j 10,301
Nov. 20. 1906, for the
S
breeding grounds by farmers, but flies.
NEH and lots 1 and 2, Section
3,
Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and
Mr. Cook In winding up his report
The way for mankind to be broth
states that the prairie districts of erly is for each man to begin to be that said proof will be made before
central Canada,
comprising
large brotherly; Roon all men will begin to H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
portions of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, be brotherly, and then the brother Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
and Alberta, are the "ducks" para- hood becomes an established
fact M.. on Feb. 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
dise.
He further states that within No man need concern himself about
the United States tho favored region his neighbor's being brotherly
any to prove his continuous residence upfor wild fowl is the northeastern more than he need concern himself on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
part of Montana, the northern half about his neighbor's being good. The
Venceslado Grlego, Salomon Grleof North Dakota, and the northwest- best way to make his neighbor broth go, Darlo Chavez und J. R. Carpenern corner of Minnesota, as this vast erly or to make him good Is to begin ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
region is crowded with lakes, ponds, to treat his neighbor in u brotherly
MANUEL R. OTERO.
sloughs and marshes which furnish manner and to be good himself; then
Register.
ideal resting grounds and unlimited if he is brotherly enough and good
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
enough, his neighbor will want to
food for wilil fowl.
Imitate him.
Department
of the Interior,
Land
ALASKAN tiliACIKHS
Just so no one need concern him
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
self about reforming other men. Each
iti;iH)ini:i
Dec. 29, 1906.
Washington, Jan. 12. The geologi- man has all he can do, and more than
Notice is hereby given that Lucio
cal survey investigations reveal the he can do, to reform himself. I have Ortega
of Chilli!, N. M.. has filed nocurious fact that the great glaciers yet to hear of any reform organizatice of his intention to make final
In Glacier Bay, Alaska, are reced- tion that was got up for the purpose five-yeproof in support of his
ing.
The work was conducted by of reforming its own members. All
entry No.
Homestead
Messrs. C. W. and F. K. Wright, as- reform organizations seem to concern claim, viz:
sisted by W. U. Pumpelly, of the themselves principally with reforming 6,702 made Dec. 10, 1901, for the
geological survey department, and somebody else, as if the members of W NEVi and EVj NW14, Section
12. Township 8 N., Range 6 E., and
after having spent a season In south- the organization were all perfect. that
said proof wil be made before
eastern Alaska they have furnished There Is only one reform that each
a very valuable report on their in- man need be concerned with, and H. W. S. Otero. United States Court
at Albuquerque, N.
vestigations. In the course of their that is the reform of himself: this Commissioner,
report the members of the survey refom Includes and will bring about M., on Feb. 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
state thut with few exceptions the ill others.
to prove his continuous residence upglaciers ure all receding, tho fact beon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAV
ing especially noticeable at Mulr, the
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortega,
best known of Alaskan glaciers. The Take LAXATIVE BKOMO vjulnine
Druggists refund money if Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
front of this stream which was con- laoieta.
all of Chllill, N. M.
fined to a narrow neck
tho ft tails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
MANUEL It. OTERO.
last decade has receded, since 189H, signature is on each box. 25c.
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
a distance of live or six miles to
much broader portions in the inlet, Department
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
of
Foil
the laterlor, United
so that the present ice front. Instead
States Ijind Office.
of being two miles across, forms a
Department of the Interior.
Land
Fe,
N.
Santa
M.. Dec. 19, 1906.
semicircle nearly seven miles, around.
office at Santa Fe. N. M.
folloNotice
giveu
is
hereby
taat the
This recession has l.een attributed wing-named
Dec. 2, 1906.
clalntant has filed noto the eurthquakc
of 1S99. which
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
may have had some effect upon the tice of his intention to make final Ortega of chllill. N.
M , has hied
glacier, but the chief cause of the proof in support of his claim under notice of his intention to
make linal
remarkable retreat Is undoubtedly sections 3, 1G and 17 of toe act of five-yeof hlB
1S91 (20 Stats..
SG4),
as claim, viz:proof in support
due to its recession Into the much March
entry No.
Homestead
hv the act of February 21.
wider portion of the inlet, thus ex- amended
6.703 made Dec. 10, 1901,
posing a far I. loader Ice front into 1893 (27 Siats, 470), and that said SW-- i SVV4. Section 1, Wla for the
proof will be made before the proNW4
the action of tidal currents.
The bate clerk at Los I.unas, N. M., on and NW'i SW14, Section 12, Townseasoi.s work completed in a general January
X
N.. Range 6 E., und that said
26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav- ship
way
tin,
geologic mapping of the
Otero, for the Small Holding proof will be made before H. W. S.
mainland coast and the islands of ez do No.
Claim
2.147. situate in Sec. 36, T. Otero, United States Court Commissoutheastern
Alaska.
sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
7 N.. R. 2 E
Ho names the following witnesses Feb. 5, 1907.
GOLD IV COI.l
He names the following witnesses
prove his actual continuous
adto prove his continuous residence upI'lM'K It R l ot Nil. to
Astoria, ore., Jan. 12. A company verse possession of said tract for on, and cultivation
of. the land, viz:
has been formed here to dredge for twenty years next preceding the surFrancisco Gania, Estolano Ortego,
gold at the liar of the Columbia vey of the township, viz:
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of
liver. Tim sand contains both iron
all of Chllill, N. M.
and gold in large quantities and the Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
MANUEL R. OTETtO.
Orona, Quitino Samore, of Per-altrecent analysis made by a governRegister.
N. M.
ment geologist
that the Iron
Aay person who desires to protest
1m- ami gold would pay for the working.
Counsel lrom tlu South.
Electricity and a magnetic separator against the allowance of said proof,
"I want to give some valuable ador who Knows of any substantial rea- vice
I i , .tuinii
will be used.
to
those who suffer with lume
commenced son under the laws and regulations
today.
back and kidney trouble," suys J. R.
of the interior department why such Blankensliip,
proof should not be allowed will he proved to an of Beck, Tonn. "I have
F. CAUSES
TIIHL
absolute certainty that
AND LOSS OF LIFE. glvea au opportunity at the above Electric Bitters will positively cure
The Hague. Jan. 12. A tidal wave mentioned time and place to cross thlM distressing condition.
The first
has devastated some of the Dutch examine the witnesses of said claim- bottle gave me great relief and after
East Indian islands, south of Achin. ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal taking a few more bottles, I was comThe loss is reported very great. It of that submitted by claimant.
pletely cured; so completely that It
MANUEL It. OTEllO.
is known that lino persons perished on
becomes a pleasure to recommend
Register.
the Island of Tana, mid that forty
this great remedy." Sold under guar
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
were drowned on the island of
antee by all druggists. Trice 50c.
Siumlu.
A Citizen Want ad tfoea the work.
Try a Citizen wane advertisement.
W
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Headquarters

BY BRANT WHITLOCK
Famous Navcllat

SATTllDAV, JAM'ARV 1J, IM7.

WAXTKT.
WANTED A capable"glrl 'for general
house work. Inquire D03 Copper
avenue.
WANTED A
clerk; must speak
Spanish; good salary to proper per-soWelller A Benjamin.
WANTED More shoe repairing at
corner of rtallroad avenue and
nroaciway. p. R. Daniel.
"AAihu-H- elp
luimsheu and em
pioyment of all kinds
secured
promptly. Call on. write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Fhone
a

tkhsonal

PitoPErtTY

MONEY to LOAN

Furniture,
Pianos, Organs.
Horses, Wagons and other pimit.i..
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, aa lew aa $!
una as nign as fzoo. Leans are
quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain in your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
V.
parts of the world.
WANTED
Oentleman-seennd- Rooms 3 and 4. Grant Bldg.
nand clothing. No. 515 South Fir.it
315 West Railroad Ave.
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
PRIVATE OFFICES.
dress and will call. It. J. Sweeney,
Open Evenings.
WANTED Bids for the construction'
or hotel building at Helen, N.
can be seen at the office
i.
of E. li. Crlsty. architect. Aihn.
queroue, N. M. The John Becker
company. Helen, N. M.
Finely Furnished. Fireplace,
Horse,
W AN l ED
Teams The Santa Fe
miggy, name, Hay, F.tc.
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hasan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
All
cnml
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Super
Intendent.
110 Weat Gold Ave.
II KM' WAXTKD.
WANTED Good man In each county to represent nnd advertise hard- PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
ware department, put out samples.
etc., salary $21 weekly. Expense
money advanced. Dept. A, The Co
LAWYERS.
lumbia House. Chicago.
Ira SI. Bond.
SALESMEN WANTED.
ATTORNEY AT LAW
WANTED Salesman, expefhmeedin N. V.. Washington. D. C.
Pensions!
any line, to Hell general trade In
paiems,
copyrights,
caveats,
New Mexico. An unexcelled special- letter patents, trade marks, claims.
ty proposition, commissions with
1)
It. W. It
$35 weekly for expenses. The ConATTORNEY AT LAW
tinental Jewelry Co.
que, N. M. Office. First
National
WANTED Capable salesman to cov- "Hi's, ounaing.
er New Mexico with staple line;
K. W. Dobson.
high commissions with $100 monthATTORNEY AT t.aw
ly advance; permanent position to Cromwell block,
Albuquerque. N. Jf'
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., DeDENTISTS.
troit. Michigan.
j
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
FOR HKXT.
Dental Surgeon.
FOR RENT
New
Rooms 2 and .1 napniit
house, modern.
618 North Sixth over
O RIelly's drug store, Autona.'
street.
c phone 238.
AppolntmeaU mrkle
FOR RENT Two rooms for
by mall.
Inquire at 300 North
Edmund .1. Alger, . . s.
Broadway.
No.
Railroad avpnn.
mi..
FOR RENT Front rooms for light hours, 306
9 a. m.. to 12:39 n.
housekeeping;
rent reasonable. P. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. AApply rear 624 West Railroad.
I'uuiLinciiis maae Dy malF.
FOR
RENT Furnished
cottage
flats; very reasonable.
physicians;
Apply at
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaDU.
J. it. ILYNR3
duct.
Physlclun and Snrgeen.
y
FOR RENT A six room
Rooms 11 and 13. N. T
l.miuJ
brick house, corner of Seventh building.
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
1,. ires!
dr. 11.
at Lommori & Matteuccl, 624
Office,
X. T. Armlj
Bldg.
West Tijeras avenue.
Tuberculosis t ron r arl
lk i au
FOR RENT Pleasant rooms with Frequency Electrical
"urrent aad
hoard on ranch, 3 miles from city. uermiciae.
Trentnv
each
Rate $28 per month. Address box day from 8 a. m. V
"aine
84, Albuquerque.
nurse in attendar
,
FORRENT ANDSALE A "small
UNDERTi-ranch for rent, and a good paying
dairy for sale. Apply 1115 North Auto, phone S16.
Co.
A. BORDERS.
Arno street.
Club building.
FOR
Nicely furnished Commercial
or White hearse, $5.
-rooi
wk:
25c
ARCHITECTS
On

n.

I

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE

$3300

POR TERFIELD CO.

'!,.

nt..'

five-room-

i.ui..

two-stor-

e-- 8,

str
FOR SALE Fine piu...
315 S. Third street.
Poll SAriTnTirfy range "'mares-- IS
good condition.
Oscar Liffreing.
Bernardo, N. M.
FOR SALE New golden oak bed- room suite, set dining chairs, gas
stove. 724 E. Railroad avenue.
FOR SALE The Claude Giraril nron- erty on west Mountain road. Inquire on premises or at No. 300
North Broudway.
FOR SALE Nice riding or driving
pony, cheap. Apply Rooms 2 and
3. Burnett building.
FOR SALE Two hoi
$1,000
lots, for less than
id
cost to build. For
West Gold.
Foil SALE Lot N
2 in the Hulling J
Will consider ar
Romero.
FOR SALE Five-roobrie.
less than cost to build; lot throw.,
in; must go quick.
Porterfleld
Co., 110 West Gold.
FOR SAL15 Furniture, good as new.
Range, bedstead, etc. Cheap. Inquire at once. Albuquerque
Business College, Library building.
FOR SALE Majority of stock in es
tablished and paying retail business. Incorporated. Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Daily Cltieen.
DR SATO
OR T"R A D E Fifteen
room house. No. 724 South Second
street for property In California.
Write John Krlck, 431 East Second street. Long Beach, California.
FOR SALE Fourteen-roohouse,
furnished or unfurnished, electric
light, city water. 313 S. Third St.
Mrs. M. A. Schach.
FOR SALE A No. 1 Charter gaso
power. for
line engine,
pumping: good as new; cheap.
See Dr. J. N. Warner. 1006 South
Edith street
LOST.
A brown set of
I.O.ST
lurs, near
Con
Church of the Immaculate
Re
ception, on Tijeras avenue.
ward will be paid finder by leaving
at 903 North Second street. Mrs.
M. ('. Zirhut.

Room aj, . x. .x..
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddimn.
Office with W. B. Childers,
117
West Gold avenue.
Dangers of u Cold and How to Avoid
Them.
More fatalities have their origin in
or result from a cold than from any
other cause. This fact alone should
make people more careful as there is
no danger whatever from a cold when
it is properly treated In the beginning.
For many years Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been recognized as the
prompt and effectual medicine
His disease.
It acts on na
re- "is thehecough,
secretions
sys- -

m

m

MRS. PALMER 1HHTFR

ENTERTAINS LABORFI IS.
Chicago, Jan. 12. Captains of Industry und representatives of organized bodies of workingmen from all
parts of the United States assembled
here this forenoon at the residence
of Mrs. Palmer Potter to discuss
labor conditions. There were over
1,000 delegates in attendance, most of
whom represented the leading unions
in the country. Mrs. Palmer, who received u great oration. In opening the
proceedings, announced that the National Civil- federation, under whose
auspices the meeting was being held
wished the laborers of the United
States all success.
MEN AND WOMEN.
Cm Big U for DDOAtnrftl
m
M

m''M

jf

ttiuuM
mtoMM.

ti,

December
Notice is hereby given that Pao.
Gallegos of Belen. N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five year proof in support
of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
6621, made October 21, 1901, for the
NWii, Section 2. Township 4 N,
Range 3 W, and that said proof will
be made before Jesus Luna, Probata
Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on February 7. 1907.
.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Ruperto Jaramiilo, of Belen, N. M.;
Simon Serna, of Los Chaves, N. M. ;
Pablo Ballejos, of Los Lunas, N. M.;
Jesus Jaramlllo y Gallego, of Belen,
N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
3

NURSERY

PRODUCTS

FRUIT
AND
SHADE TREES.
SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
STREET,
How to Cure Chilblains.
"To enjoy freedom from Chilblains," writes John Kemp, East Otis-flel- d.
Me.. "I apply Bucklen's Arnica
Salve.
Have also used It for salt
rheum with excellent results." Guaranteed to cure fever sores, Indolent
ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
bites and Bkln diseases. 3F,r,
all
drug stores.
The Citizen Print Shop I 0-..
where you can net th mn.
your money. We orint
thing but oreenback anrl nn..
ago tamps. .Either chone
't,
'

.
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Burglars Got Angry Because
They Found Only Seven
Dollars In Safe.
G0LDF1EL0 STRIKE IS
SETTLED BY COMPROMISE
Foolish Youth Tries to Play William Tell and Murders His
Friend and Room Mate.
Paso, Texas: Filed with
oer finding such a small
amount of money as $7 in an open
safe, barglars after breaking Into
tile printing office of E. S. Hood &
Co., 417 North Oregon street, prying
open the cash drawer and taking
whut money was there, and $2 In
their contempt
tttamp. scribbled
upon a piece of paper In the two
wnnlx. "rheao skate." and hung the
paner r the knob of the safe, after
the door and turning the
combination dial.
The. paper was found yesterday
morning when the shop was opened
K. S. Hood, the proprietor, was one
r the first to to into the front
office, where the safe was located
He Immediately noticed the piece of
and
T.anr on the dial of the safe Then
It could mean.
he t timed the combination, opened
the wife and found the Inner drawei
where the cash Is kept broken into
splinters. A pair of pliers which
to the printing office lay on
the floor only a short distance away.
realized fully
It was then that he words,
"cheap
the meaning of the
dis-Ku- bI

Kl

C. 11. Peggs. a Colorado
cattleman and a friend of tho deal
The
woman, heard a pistol Knot.
bo
found the door of Mrs. nrom
wav's room locked and climbed to
the transom to see her writhing In
a death agony on the floor, the barrel of a revolver In her mouth anl
blood pouring from the wound In
her head.
8he died before medical aid could
be summoned and without uttering n
word in explanation of her rash
Nothing among her effects
deed.
can be found that could be assigned VMEIUCAX IiAIUHl IIAXIHiF.8 SIX
for her act.
TIMES AS MANY SPINDLKS AS
THE ORIENTALS AVERAGE
m
kovthkux kkxatohs
HOPELESSNESS OF THE TASK
Washington:
Southern senators
niSTOVRAGES THE MEN.
representatives
and
are engaged
quietly In creating party sentiment
against the nomination of William J.
(Iy Henry Gcargv, ,lr.)
Kryun for president. It wan made
pecial Correspondence.
evident at the time It was delivered
12.
Is
Osaka, Japan,
that the Xebraskan's speech In favor the center of theJan.cotton Osaka
Industry,
of government ownership of railroads which Is, I believe, 12 or 15 years old.
was not to the liking of the older 1 went through two of the factories.
school of southern democratic poli The buildings were of brick, with
ticians.
large brick chimneys, defying earth
It Is probable that John Sharp quakes in an earthquake country.
Willlums, Senators Morgan, of Ala
I was
by two Japanese
bama, and Culberson, of Texas, and gentlemen conducted
who from personal inspecsome other southerners whofliprefer tion were familiar
with conditions of
that Uryan should be kept out of the
cotton industry in New EnglanJ
running, realize they have a hard the
nd In the southern states of Ameri
tusk ahead of them, but as they car. ca. They
likened their own line of
lose little politically in the event of
failure, they are not stnklng their
futures on the outcome, as would
wli)
leaders
northern democratic
might have the courage to attempt
to thwart the Nebraskan's ambltlo

HAPPY CASK OK MISTAKEN
IDENTITY IX TIMXIIAI
When F. E. Cole, comTrinidad:
mercial agent for the Denver & 15
Grande here, went to the home t l
Mrs. Miller to inform her that her
son, Pat, had been killed near Pueblo
the night before by falling from
train, he was surprised and much
pleased when Mrs. Miller Informed
him that her son had gone to work
as usual that morning and that she
had seen him an hour before Mr.
Cole arrived at her home.
Pat Miller was called up by tele
phone by Mr. cole, asked it he was
dead and denied it.
On the body of the man killed at
Pueblo were found letters giving his
name at Put Miller, 706 Commercial
street, this city, and the letters als
showed that he had a sister, Kuelah
Miller, and that his father s nam"
was Benjamin Miller.
The parties
mentioned In the letter are father
X glance at his books told him and sister, respectively, of Put Mil
that he did' not have over $7 in the ler, of this city. How the dead man
cafe.
got the letters Is a mystery.
Hood & Co., tho latter being Van
Loon, a well known printer of LI SPECIAL Jt'IlY W1M,
Paso, are publishers and proprietors
TKY THAW XU Ml KItEl;
of the El Paso Railway Journal, a
New York: An order for a speclu
bright and newsy paper devoted ex- panel In the case of Harry K. Thaw
clusively to railwny matters.
charged with the murder of Stanford
White, was signed by Justice Fit
MINING TKOVBIKS AT
gerald In the supreme court yester
UOLDK1ELD COMl'KO.M I.SE1) day.
The order calls for a special
Mining oper- panel of 200 talesmen for a special
Goldfleld,
Nev.:
ntors of the Goldfleld district met jury to appear In court on Monday,
yesterday and agreed to abide by tin1 Jan. 21.
decision reached by the Joint strik-committee, and which was ratlfiol I (Mt. (100.00(1 LABORERS RE
QUIRED IN THE SOUTH
by the miners by a referendum vote.
New Orleans, Jan. 12. During the
All work will have been resumed by
Monday next, the interim being de next few months strenuous efforts
voted to bailing out mines whero will be made to bring white labor to
shafts are now partly filled with the southern states. The colonizing
of Italians in some of the mill sec
'water.
IvjIo was nuctuiaary tions lb well oil" he way. The very
A8 a
toi cull off the strike, the miners ac- rapid pace with whUi new mills are
cepted the proposition of settlemeit being run up has greatly exceeded
votes to the good. the growth of labor and though
only sixty-foThe proposition of settlement makes many inducements are held out to
no maximum wages, yet the operators families to go to mill towns in the
will probably decline to grant an' south, where wages are good and
higher wages than $5. If the min- steady employment offered, the supers refuse to work for the reduced ply is yet far below the demand.
wage, they will probably be expelled With the worlds requirements fast
by the lessees who have always paid approaching a 15,000,000 bale crop,
it is estimated that several hundred
the Hcale or above.
more Held laborers are
Another matter in the agreement thousand
is that there is no time limit. The needed in the south to help to pro
union may call another strike tomor-ro- duce the raw cotton, and if the pres
in
if it so desires, although people ent per centage of advancement
who have interests here outside of southern manufacture continues, ful
' mining
ly this number, in additlno, will be
have always hoped that
time limit would be placed, thus In needed In the mills and other allied
curing peace for a stated time.
Industries.
?

two-Vu'.i'-

ur

MOST K1LLY CONDUCT

ENDS IN QUICK DEATH.
Newport News, Va.:
I have a
right to shoot at my hat any time
I see It," declared George Peterson
in the room he had occupied witl
Jeff Truehart.
Truehart had tho
hat on his head, and when Peterson
shot at it. the bullet passed throuah
resulting
in
Truehart's forehead.
Warwick county's first murder of the
new year Peterson escaped.
Friends of the two r.n In the
room when the pair were 'roHellng
declare that Peterson had on Inte tion of injuring his friend.

.

DENVER, SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOL PLAYGROUNDS,
St. Paul:
Denver gets a superin
tendent for its public playgrounds
from St. Paul In the person of Arthur
Lelund, who has held a similar posi
tion in this city for the past two
yearn. Lelund has for over two
months been in correspondence witn
M
the Denver park board.
W.
Downing, a member of that body
wrote him. a flattering letter, saylnr
he had been recommended by Mr
De Groot, of Chicago. Leland will
receive a salary of $1,800 for the
first yeflr, whUh Is an advance upoi
Uia rate of compensation here, and
will leave for Denver to take his new
position on the 15th Inst.

LAHOH

SCARCITY

EN

COUNTERED IN MONTANA.
Helena, Mont., Jan. 12. Three
thousand laborers are wanted in Six
east from Lombard
Mile Canyon
construction
work.
for railroad
Large pay is offered and it is point
ed out that conditions of living are
very good.
It is feared that work
will have to be suspended owing to
the great dearth of labor. The work
can give employment to over four
thousand men for a year.
STORIES AHOIT DEMING
RESULT OF HAD HOOZF
The mounted police are trying to
civilize Demlng. For years Demlng
town
has been a sort of a
and the local officers have never done
much to stop the practice of
Lust week officer John W.
Collier of the mounted police, arrest
ed Jose Cercello, Lee Upton, Pat
Nunn and Frank Wudkins, for currying guns, while in Demlng. and turned them over to the county authorities.
It was Pat Nunn's gun that
started the disturbance that resulted
killing two
in Howard Chenowth
men in Silver City. Lordsburg Liberal.
We have tried to find out the truth
of the above statement, In so far as
the rangers having made any arrests
in Demlng Is concerned, and have
been unable to find any one who
can verify the things stated therein.
Don's informant must have got his
whiskey mixed; or else the editor
has been having a pipe dream, in
which newspaper men sometimes Indulge. Demlng Graphic.
er

g.

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

COTM ILLS
AMERICAN LABOR
EFFICIENT.

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

MORE
l

In Japan (00 operatives are C
handle
to
required
100,000
spindles, whereas, in the south- ern states of America not more
than 100 operatives can man- age that number. That Is to
say, the relative efficiency of S
labor in the south and labor in
Japan is s six to one. The I
labor of the south Is sir times
productive.
Henry fi
more
S
George. Jr.

The Name

I

Wm.

a--

liiiiitrtitiuii

In my

arms and asked

CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

the foreman

her age. She was 8 (eight, accord
ing to our computation, she really I
looked not more than 6 or 7, and
there were many more like her stand- - I
Ing down through the long aisles ofl
roaring machinery.
And there they stand in the noise,

for honest advertising.

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes
at 10

All Other Shoes

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

THE OLD TIM K DAINTY TASK OF SPINNING IN JAPAN. AND
THE DItt'GGEItY AT THE MACHINE WHICH IS THE LOT OF JAPANESE CHILDREN UNDER MODERN. "CIVILIZED" CONDITION'S,
Industry to that of the southern watching the threads from 6 In thai
states where lubor Is cheaper and the morning until 6 at night, or from 6
fabrics coarser than in New England. at night until 6 In the morning, save
Yet they were careful to say, and to the time taken for meals and for
keep saying, that they did not pre- schooling.
For these children are
tend to compare their output with supposed to go to school, too. What
our southern mills, since their yarns mental strength Is left for study after
are far Inferior thut is to say,
this long, heavy, dreary toll Is a mys- tery to me. Indeed, it seems impos-- l
more coarse.
Urlg lives In Alliance
When I entered the plants
the slble that schooling should not be ed firearms.
was a resident of Mina
time
and
for
worse
tragedy.
a
a
farce
than
spindles
whirling
noise
of
familiar
erva. He Is a big bag of wind.
The Men Quit.
and jumping looms crashed on my
Carrollton (O.) Free Press.
Rut this aside. If the grown
ears. I found both English and
15
average
on
only
earn
an
machinery,
places
American
and in
a lot of Japanese machines patterned cents a day, what pay do the chll IS ACQUITTED OF KlLLINti
get? Six cents! Six cents for
ALLEGED THIEF AT DOUt.LAS
after the Erllsh models. I was told drenworkday
of 12 hours! That is
Arrested at hts own request, Jeff
that the English was preferred to the a
American because heavier and there- what they begin with. When they Kidder ranger, was acquitted in the
fore stronger. It puzzled me at first grow older and more efficient they court of Justice, at Douglas, Arlx., on
to see why they should want strong- get more; but from 6 cents to 15 a charge of murdering I. T. Wood.
for The dead man was Identified posl- er machines, seeing that the Japanese cents there Is not much room
The highest rung tnjtively In the court room by Albert
people are not large, but small. The graduation.
Ryan, serving fifteen days for having
answer came when I was made to such a ladder is low. indeed.
It goes without saying that such stolen goods in his possession. Kidder
realize which was quickly the cae
that their operatives are far less a life Is dreary in the extreme. In80 was acquitted on a motion by J. F.
deed, it Is a matter of fact that
Ross, assistant district attorne
skillful than ours.
per cent of the men employed in the
Crowds at Muchiitos.
biggest and most prosperous of the IRRIGATING PUMP
I was amazed to see a crowd of Osaka mUls leave within
a year.
MAN AT DEM ING
The They seek less exueting labor else
people about the machinery.
F. o. Clark, who is the inventor
gentleman with me, noticing this, where. Hut the women and children
of an Irrigating pump machine, is In
said It could not fall to surprise cannot leave
the city for the purpose of organizing
Americans, whereas, with Japanese
a stock company and probably es
visiting American factories, the astablishing a factory in Demlng to
tonishment Is Just the other way
manufacture the machine, .says the
that there should be so few people

Wm. CHAPLIN

SHOE STORE

121 RAILROAD AVE.

very-muc-

I

about the machines.
Hut, on the other hand, my conductors pointed out that while very
much more etlieient, our operatives
are very much more highly paid.
They spoke of $1.25 being the puy
of a good woman operative in the
pay to
south, whereas the average
women operatives In the Osaka mills
is only 15 cents, while that of a very i
lit- ulrlllfnl fine 1m nnlv 23 centn np
tie more than a sixth of the American pay.
Men operatives get more than wo
men. They average 23 cents per day.
Very skillful ones earn from 35 cents!
to 50 cents.
No Advantage.
'Then your much lower wages give
you no advantage over us," I observed, "since, if American cotton
mills pay more out in wages, they
have to engage a relatively less num
ber of operatives."
thought
My Jupanese conductors
that the Japanese mills had a shade
since!
the better of the argument,
here, they believed there is a little
productive
less pay relatively witli
11

'

power.

"Rut." said they. "It Is profitless
to try to come to a conclusion about
this point, because the product of the
southern mills is far different from
that of ours. Your mills use Amerl-lu- n
cotton, while we use a little
American cotton and much Chinese
ami Indian cotton. The Chinese and
DENHR WOMAN KILLS
Indian cotton are much Inferior to
HERSELF IN SALT LAM
yours. We are competing
the
in
Salt Lake: Shot through the head
by lier own hand, Mrs. Lillian Rrom
China market with the Indian mills,
way. 24 years old, a beautiful yount:
not with the American mills."
woman from Denver, was found dead
Could They Ik It?
Itching, torturing skin eruptions,
I asked whether, in their judgment,
la her room at the Wilson hote
most
under
mysterious
clrcum disfigure, annoy, drive one wild. if the American mills should use the
Doun's Ointment brings uuick relief cheaper Fast Indian grude of cotton,
stances.
A oeiiooy
nuKtening to her room and lasting cures. Fifty cents at any they could, with their more efficient
labor, make the Munchurian product
for the second time In an hour with drug store.
more cheaply than the Japanese
lllls.
The gentlemen
contented
And many other painful and serious themselves with saying that they
very
thought
It
unlikely
the
ailments from which most mothers American mills would do that
any such
suffer, can be avoided by the use of thing,
as that would be descending,
"MnitKr1
CrlasS " Tln'n nrent romprlu
not ascending, the productive wale.
children It was to them
God-send
is a
to women, carrying thutHutmythethoughts
had turned when
I
critical
started to speak about the cotton
them through their irost
The sight of them in these
ordeal with safety and no pain. mills
mills mills that work day and night
suffering
'Mother's
Friend"
need fear the
and seven days in the week, for of
No woman who uses
Sunday is not recognized here
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror course
in the industries
it wus the sight of
in
her
leaves
of
and
life
and
child,
mother
so many of them among the spindle
and insures safety to
made me wonder how
much
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is thut
benefit till this civilization thut Japan
and
strong
healthy,
also
is now taking up wilt bring to them?
They were all sorts of sizes, both
good natured. Our book
girls und b.rj'H. Iiut tilrt girls looked
"Motherhood," is worth
smaller and in stnie way uppculed
more to my sympathies.
its weieht in crold to every
Midtfct Toller,.
woman, and will be sent free in plain
I had been informed thut 13 (12 by
our way of reckoning) wus the- low
envelope by addressing application to
est ugv of children working in tlieae
Ca.
Kegul
Co.
Atlanta,
ator
Bradficld
niill. I caught up one little body

mm
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MOST ANYTHING

Oruphlc. With only one horse Mr.
(Mark claims that the pump will throw
out 320 gallons of water to the min

Henvy VIII's love letters to Anne ute and twenty acres can readily be
ltoleyn are out In book form. An irrigated. The machine is to1 be made
and No.
in two sizes, known us No.
other warning.
No. 2 being double the capacity
1
pumping 640
It must be intere.teing when that of No. and capable of
machine
fellow begins to talk about the good gallons to the Inminute. Theha stood
was patented
105 and
old times
every test.
Catsup.
She
the
Isn't
MACHINERY
Hulda Snicker acted as coachman ARTESIAN WELL
AT DEMING
ARRIVED
Re
(Minn.)
Olivia
past
Sunday.
the
The machinery for the artesian
view.
well is now being unloaded ana as
"Whut a lovely shade his hair Is! soon as It can be gotten in inshape the
the fa
for artesian water
"Yes.
That's what comes from strike Mlmbres
valley will be a living
every mous
hanging it on the halltree
reality. Work once started the well
night."
drilling will be pushed to the utmost.
Demlng Graphic.
RooM'X-l- t
and WrMer
Souvenir Postal Curds for sule at
Iron'beds, mattresses, couch covers.
Drug Store. Hydeii
the Ijiwrence
portiers, 117 Oold avenue. Borradalle
(Ky.) Thousandstic ks.
& Co.

o
Anyway, Anthony Conistock's ef
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT-46- .00
forts didn't go so fur as an attempt PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE,
to prevent any of the new governors W. H. HAHN A CO.
from taking the oath.
Our IIOCGII DRY work don's have
Hearst will get another count. It's to be washed over, imperial launsomething of u coincidence that he dry Co.
Bets one shortly after Anna (lould
threw her's away.
fool

"Have you read the latest
stuff by Shaw'
or I!
"Which one '.'
nard .'"

Elks' Opera House

Iter- -

e

"Many young men grow up
knowing whut the republican
nartv stands for," says one of ib
prominent leaders. Well, they knowit stands for Tom Piatt, don't they?
"Does Ulnger show uny feeling in
his piano playing?"
"Not a bit. He keeps on playing,
no matter how hard you try to stop
him."
A director of the St. Louis mu
....
. ... 1 mapirbn tt t tl O fllflire
mTUUI nufa lha
'
Of course he means
will be taller.
excepting alter ine nonoays, wneu
will be as short as ever
Whiteiuw Iteid. just buck from
lirltons
Indon. says the feeling of
toward the United States was never
Perish
so warm as it Is at present.
the thouKht that Wliiteluw's return
has anything to do with it.
then
A Yule professor declares
were horses in this country 1.000,
UUO
years ago. It was generally
were some- old
known that there
fugles among the Yale professors,
but nobody suspected any of them
could recall anything thut far burk
-

Te ruillor Speak (Jut.
I'ol. hJd Urlg is under indictment
in Jefferson county for pointins load- -

Friday, January 18
THOSE HAPPY BOYS

Murray & Mack
The Famous Originals
land a Dig Company Ort merit
I

Farm Lands

IN SOUTHERN ALBERTA.

$18.00 to $25.00 per acre
Irrigated farm lands In Egypt, according to report of the Unite
States Department of Commerce, are worth ?25 per acre. Irrigated
farm lands in the United States are worth from $100 to fl.OOO per
acre.
Irrigated farm lands in Southern Alberta are worth Just a nch.
or more than lands in Egypt and the United States, but the 42anad!am
Pacific Railway Company Is selling them at from $18 to $25 per acre-fo- r
Mock.
the purpose of Inducing settlement in their 3,000,000-acr- e
Irrigated farm lands sold by them three months ago at from fit
to $25 per acre are now being held by the purchasers at from $50 to
$75 per acre.
The difference between $18 and $2,000 is worth while. If yon are.
Interested In doubling and trebling your money within a few month.
If you are, drop a card to the address below and receive detailed information, Including maps, literature, etc., fully describing tho opportunity of the age.

The Canadian Pacific Irrigation

Pretty

Colonization

CoX Lti

ROOM 39, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA
Dopmrtmmnt, Irrigated Landt, Cmmmtllmm faoim mmMwrny

Foundry and Machine Works
fr. J. MALL, Propria tar
Castings; Ore, Coal and fcmmoer Care; taaAtajp,

Albuquerque

Iron and Brass
Pulleys, Orade Bars, Bakslt Metal; Oolamaa aaa Iroa Freot
Buildings.
mammhra am Mining and mill MaaMnary a Bpaalatty
roindry oast aide of railroad track.

taa

Aiaaoro,

ax

The Elite Restaurant
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Meals 25ctsv
1 20 W. Silver Ave.
F. J. Gross, Prop.
COMING

January

18.

January

21,

comic opera.

EVENTS

Murry and Muck

In

and 23 The Ethel
Tucker Stock Company.
January 28 Paul Gilmore, la Yale.
February 1 King Richard,
the
Third, by John GrfJUh.
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
February 6 Messenger Boy.
February 9 Creston Clarke.
by
February 11 Julius
Crcsa
Charles Hanford.
March 14 The County Chairman.
This Is the banner performance of
the season.
22

The Grin.
with
"Before we can sympathize
others, we must huve suffered our
selves. No one can realize the suf
fering attendant upon an attack of
grip, unless he has had the actual
Girls the
Chorus of
experience. There is probably no disease that causes so much physical and
Who Can Mng and Dance
mental agony, or which so successfully defies medical aid. All danger
from the grip, however, may be avoided by thu prompt use of C'huinber-laln'- s
Elaborate Scenic and
Among the
Cough Hernedy.
of thousands who huve used this
and Electrical Effects tens
remedy, not one case has ever been
reported that has resulted In pneumonia or that has not recovered. For
75c, $1.00. $1.50 sale by all druggists.
Prices
No Frtt Lift.
CirrUgcs II p. m.
Everybody's flieud 1I. Thomas'
Klectrlc nil. Cures toothache, earache
I
9
to,
bruises,
at
sore throat. Heals cuts
Still on ulc WtdtuvUv, Jin.
sculls. Stop any pain.
o'clock st MiUoa'i Book Store.
1

CANADA

COAL
sHMBHBi

BEST CLARKVILLE UUMP
SC.SS
PER TON
BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
0
PER TON
SS-5-

WOOD
SSJJJJJBJBJBSJSJPJBJI

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
12.25 AND S2-7FOR

John

S.

Beaven

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Price
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and Jap-a-Iac

408 Watt Railroad Avamua

(rrtHHHiHiiii
The

Citizen

Print Shop Is

you can get the most tor
your money. Wi print every- - S
thing but greenbacks an4 post- -

whert

age stamps.

Either phOA.

aXBUQUERQUE

TAV.K KOtm.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZFN

Fubllshed Dally and Weekly.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W.

KTHICKLKll,

S.

W. T. MoOUKIGHT,

Business Manager.

President

GOLD AND SILVER
The director of the mint has made a preliminary estimate of the production of gold and silver In the United
fftatcs during the calendar year 1906, a follows:
Ftate.
Ahtska .

.

ATtsona

. .

Gold
Value.
121,251,100
3,223.800
18,633,900
22,711,200
1.90.1,300
4.555,800
9,115.800
255,900
1.369.900
6.822.700
280,100
5,172.500
352.600
269. 40
429,100

.

California
Colorado .
Idaho
Montana ....
Nevada
New Mexico .
Oregon
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Washington
Wyoming . . .
Other states .

--

Silver,
Fine ounce.t.
191,700
2,747,800
1,564,500
12,245,100
8,273,300
11,478,700
6.742,900
355.200
100,10
157.500
11.538,000
140.50(1

1.300
80,100

Totals
$96,101,400
56.183.500
Of the more Important Increases In the production of
gold, as compared with 1905. Alaska stands first with a
gain of 16,316.000; Nevada conies next with $4,500,000,
rid Arizona third with $532,000. Colorado shows a loss
rn gold production of $2,900,000, and California a loss of
$5(4,000.
In Bllver production Montana shows a loss of 2.000,
00 ounces. Colorado a loss of 695,000 ounces, and Utah a
gain of 2.217.000 ounces. The figures for all the states
khow a net gain In gold production of $7,920,700 and a
net gain In silver production of $82,100.

OUR SUPPLY OF COAL
Officers of the geological survey declare that the
present generation, the generation to follow and still
other generations need not worry about the coal supply in the United Slates. It is Impossible to make any
accurate prophecy.
It Is safe to say that the supply
In the United States will last for 4000 or 6000 years.
Rome interesting statistics of the production and
of coal in the United States have been pre-Ire- d
by the survey. Up to the close of the year 1865
the total production amounted to 284,890,055 tons. In
the following decade it was increased to 419,425,101
una, making the total production up to that time more
than 700,000,000 tons. The grand total of coal produced in the country up to 1905 was 5,790,773.571 Bhort
tons. "This great increase in the production of coal,
when considered with the Increase in population," says
a survey report, "furnishes some interesting comparisons. Going back for a period of a little over fifty
years, or to the middle- of the last century, and comparing the statistics of coal production with the increased population, it Is found that In 1860 the production of coal amounted to 6,445,681 tons, when the
population of the country amounted to 23,191,876 persons. The per capita production of coal In that year
is thus seen to have been .278 of a ton. In 1860, or ten
years later, the population was 31,443,321 persons and
the coal production amounted to 14,338,922 tons, or an
average of .514 of a ton per capita." The per capita
consumption has jumped by leaps and bounds ahead of
the increase in population. While the population from
1850 to 1900 has shown an Increase of 230 per cent, the
production of coal Increased 4084 per cent.
-

AN AMERICAN JAP
general
The
doubt of the Jap's fitness for American

smash
cessful
placed
sooner
for all

paper trusts permanently.
They will not bo sucuntil wood pulp for the manufacture of paper is
The
on the free list.
This will have to come.
a republican congress recognises this, the better
conocerned.

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL MEETINGS
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UNIVERSAL RIGHT TO USE
OF CONSCIENCE IN WORSHIP
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Furniture,
WILLIAM MclNTOSH,

rml

Crockery,
Preildesl

--

In

Glassware,

SOLOMON LUNA,

Draperies

Rugs,

T. C. NEAD,

Vlcc-Pret!-

TreiMrer tad

Manager

For the
st Line of

f

rr.
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'Ill

in Albuquerque
See Ours
SUlclMTOSH
breaking in

HARDWARE CO.

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Oloml, Vice President.
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The following quotation were re
celved by F. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York, room 37. Barnett Build
New York Stocks
American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Cur Foundry
Atchison
Anaconda
Baltimore and ohi
Brooklyn ltapi.l Transit
Canadian Pacillc
Colorado Fuel
Ontario and Western
Erie com .'
Louisville and .Nashville
Missouri I'acltio
Mexican Central
New York Central
Northern Pacific
N. P. Bites
Chicago (ireat AYestern
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Beading com
Kock Island
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Hallway
I'nioii Pacillc

r.

S.

Chas. Mellnt,

i

8civ

O. Bachechl, Treasure.

1
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a
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'It bends

152
44
106

ith the foot1

The flexible sole Red Cross
119i Shoe
is comfort able from
814
191
the
start.
f,6

Humphrey

m-p-

OVAL

A.

--

1

29
95
156
31

180 V4
4

9

shoe

3

Hi

7

96

21H
37
13.V
55
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Gas, Electric Light

Dxfords,

and Power Go.

$3.50 and $3.00
3igh Shoes,
$4.00 and $3.50
Let us fit you.

Corner
Gold

di;

(Eighty-fiv- e

at Tin:
tomokkow.

Years the Standard of Piano Constructioa)
Conceded today to be the best la the

we-rl-

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

WHITHON MUHIC

(Established 1882.)
Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock.
taming matnina IB s urano
ment plan.
118 South Second atreet.
ir-- m

runp

OOIO

OO.

Everything In muelc
nW ttty pay

on Our

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

steady

33.

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh

Meats,

THEY ALWAYS

GO TOGETHER

a happy purse ami a good, nourishing
loaf of llalllnn'.--i ileliclous bread. Our
bread doesn't make your purse suffer.
It is more economical than baking at
Money Market.
New- York, Jan. 12.
Money 011 tall home, and you tp't palatable and
nominal; no loans.
Prime mercan- wholesome eating without cooking at
tile paper, ti ii 6
per cent. Silver less cost than when you bake yourself.
Try some of our Ktittcr Cream. It is
6Sc.
a meal for the Gods.
1IVKI l t llHKIJN, Willi

ti:iiS iiti:ssiu,
1IOTKL

Fourth and
Avenue

fhonh Red 88

.

Produce Market.
Chicago, Jan. 12. Closing 1, nota
tions:
Wheat May
July 76 V..
Corn May
July 43.
OaU May 36
July
Pork May $16.45; July $16.60.
Lard May $9.42; July $9.47
May $9.02; July $9.15.

76;
43;

Cheap,

SfOO

Sheep receipts 2000, market steady.
Sheep
3.6iK(i'5.75;
lambs $4.55 V
Wool

Simple,
The Albuquerque

8.25.

12.

my

AV 8t, KiJ Crm
Pattnt C-- Blutktr,

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Jan. 12. (Cattle receipts
400.
Market steady. Beeves $4.20i)
7.15; cows and heifers $1.60t5.25;
stockers and feeders $2.60i) 4.K5;
Texans 3.75j4.5V;
calves $6.00'n

i5.
St. Iouis. Jan.
and unchaiiKed.

-

Economical.

0n4 6.50; southern
steers
$3.25 (ii 5.0H; southern
cows $2.00(it
3.50; native cows and heifers $2.25 ti
5.00; stockers and
feeders S3.00i
4.75; bulls $3.004r4.30; calves $3.25ir
7.50; western fed steers J3.75'i, 5.50;
8EE
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
western fed cows 1 2.60 ti 4.25.
121 West Railroad Ave.
Sheep receipts none, market un
changed. Muttons $4.755.75; lamlf Albuquerque
New Mexico
$6.75 lii 7.60; range wethers $4 50'.)
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that's

absolutely
omfortable

10614

5.32

kp

vrytblna In Hock to outfit tbi
moit fastidious bar eompUto

The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles and the
.
U.
;vils of thin soles are
'6 Vi .1
J 1oy me
emeu
Ked Uross. It
133
r. 9
i ;nables a woman to be on her
20
eet lor hours at a time with
201
:omfort.
46
136
1374 A stylish
17
42
143
89

H

Hi

led.

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwect for Jos.
8chlitz, Wm, Lemp and 8t Loula A. B. C. Brewerlea; Yellowstone
Green River, W. H. McBrayor's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mori
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aell the straight article as received by ug from the beat !neri
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and lnepeet 01
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Pries Us
Issued to dealers only.

134

s. s. pfd
Greene Con
Santa Fe Copper
Copper Bange
Shannon
North Butte
Butte Coal
Niplsslng
Old Dominion
May Cottoi

6.50; fed ew. s $4.00

11

W

ing:

kunsis City Live Stock.
Kansas city, Jan. 12. Cattle re
the world where celpts mini, market steady. Native
steers $4.

the right to worship as one's conscience directs ls un
known, ilut the number Is eniuiim tr.u,i.
i,...
imssia nas
religious liberty to the persecuted
Koinun Catholics of Poland, Kolivlu recently has chang
ed its constitulion so us to permit the public exercise
of any religious worship. The work goes bravelv for
ward, and the time cannot be far distant when such
Deming Uraphic:
Money invested in slice,.
things as exclusive "slate church" will I... but a relic
U
nearly double Itsel.-- In ,
year, since the tlee. will .,..v- of a
enlightened age.
for the feed and care of the slice,., and the lambs, often
Chicago has known something of this movement
,tr
l'ie profit
It is estimated that you for universal religious liberty, because this is the home
. ,.
ten snee. wnere ou can k cep one cow, and of one of its most tireless udvocatcs. For years
Hev.
the risk becomes much less
The sheep always carrioi John
has sought, and has secured, the uid of the
her pocketbook with her If she ..ies, her pelt of fleec: I'nlted Slates government In urging upon foreign
coun
pays funeral expenses
If M,e lives, her wool In t'n tries where the exercise of conscience openly
has been
uu "er lambs In the fall pay double
revenue. in nie.i. the desirability of removing these restrictions.
No other stock pays us large a
rcentage of cleuf
lioliviu Is the lutest of Mr. Lie's conquests. There
profit on money Invested.
the desired concession, after much persuasion, has been
sweeping, one country at a time has been the motto
..
Vui. hi.
......
.ii. ine secrei is ut. The public has of those working for religious liberty, and with It hus
wondered to wlml tieorge liruec I'orlelyou. formerly a been coupled a genuine catholicity
that merits the
iic...,Mapncr ,jWes his rapid ud vane niei.t and heartiest commendation.
inany promotions. It , this: .Mrs. Cortelyou bakes ex
of the few;
sl'u'" 's
in which public
cellent pies. Whenever she is especially successful she worship other than that of countries
the religion of the state
wends one to .Mr. Koosevelt at the white
Is still strictly prohibited.
house.
Consequently Spain is now
president Is Inordinately fond of pie, and whenever The
one the objective of the efforts of those who huve led in
of Mrs. Lorteiyous pi.-reaches the tend.-- spot he pro- - this movement. Conditions in that country at present
i.uiien neorge aiioUier lioleh.
m least, this is the story are favoruble lo the granting
of the desired concession
told by an eastern magazine
on an eusiern hiuKune ine initiation for tl. k..
1.
r ,.i. ........
would not lie, null it '.'
shows a change In sentiment which niav
.. clixncr.. ,,,
, while brinir
0, i,, n... vv,,,owiuL,,,, hi ......
,
. ,
...
ij . . ,.,,,,.
inai
To. L...- ...
I countrv.
,,,,,1 ,,, a
whi.-lyrlirti sc,..itists u
still provides that "no pther cere- nave in oun.i up the pie. e .1.- resistance for n lo.ll.h.v I r ...... les nor manifestations
in public except those of the
feast from a wishbone relic
religion of the state will be permitted."
Spain undoubtedly will follow Ilollvia. So in time
Sew Mexican: A new paper trust has been started will every other country
which now forbids the free
with a capital of li.uoo.Ouo.
It teems as though the
of conscience.
Universal
religious liberty Is
newspapers of the I'nited Slides arc not strong enough to this century. The Chlcuiro I'ost
I
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TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
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We have started a general
campaign for increased business. Our business was
d
more in 1906 than in
1905, and we want it one-ha- lf
more in 1907. We have
the goods. We have the
prices. We want the business. We will be pleased to
show you through our large
stock and convince you that
our price are the lowest

'HJ

evil-doin-

rs

Furnishings..
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If the palm Is the beneficent tree of the Tropics,
the while walnut emulates its usefulness in the temperate zone of Europe. While it is classed us hard
wol1' " is not extremely hard, is esally worked and
fu,l I' durable. If is commonly employed for furniture,
turnl"K- wood carving, sculpture, carriage building, gun
Htot'kw an
many other Industries not the least of
'
" 111 J'urPe l the making of wooden shoes. The
wood
not strong; enough for good tool handles, though
It is extensively so tiseciVor lack of better
material.
the. dry nuts a large percentage of excell,nl ,able "" ls eoM Pressed, w hich for many culinary
imposes too rrencii prefer to olive oil, particularly
since the later is more likely than not adulterated.
Another lower grade of, oil is obtained after the
cold pressing process by heating and repressing.
The
best of this Is also used as a cheup culinary oil, but
most largely In paints und other commercial compounds.
i lie outer hulls or shucks are the source of a rich
brown dye and also furnish gallic acid. "Kau de noix"
Is a bitters supposed to have tonic and digestive qualities. The leaves, even, are used as a substitute for camphor balls, and the farmers spray their live stock with
a decoction made from nuttree leaves I..
..it ih..
tiles and stinging Insects.
me on cane, after tile extraction of the oil. lias
still a use as a fattening food for slock, the pruned
me toiorauo ruiiroau lines nave announced a one- - o.ancnes una dead llmlis furnish ir wood, the ashes
fare rate from points over the state to Denver for th: irom which being rich In potash contribute to the
supply of home made soap.
.oca snow and conventions. January
The rates
.nine
ine irollc of guther nir and the
will be on sale January 20th. 21st. 22nd and 23rd, and
for exhibitors the rate will prevail on the certificate plan pleasure of eating the nuts, which have the llavor of
on January 18th and 19th. on the Burlington. Hock American hickory nuts, but are milder, ami moreover
Island and Union Pacific, where rates were recently re they are much more easily crucked. Thus is the while
ago iiurouuceu from Persia, at once the
uuctMi, me rate will be one fare plus fifty cents.
From ..ui.iu., KiiiK
outside points the rate will be one fare plus $2 and the I mHt U8, fl11' l""IUable, and altogether the most agre
"" iiie.noer 01 ine
final return limit is good in some cases as late as Februnutrtnicntal tree fam
onsular Itenort.
ary 10th. All ticket agents have been instructed about ilythese dates, but those going should see the agent early,
to muke certain that he is Informed.
0XXXXX0XXXXXX000XKXXXXX)

General House

WiSW "ft?

well-oile-

non-edib-

1T.

F. H. STRONG

I

whole-soniene-

JAM AIIV II,

n

I

Under the Massachusetts blue laws as now Interpreted the playing of orchestras at hotel Sunday dinner
Mrs. C. E. Bllherwagle, soprano, 1
Is not a necessity.
Those blue laws were btillded better from Columbus, Ohio, wilt sing at 1
the Congregational
church Sunday
than the Puritans knew.
morning, D. Buch's "Fear Ye Not O
It Is hard for the skater to realize that the expanse Israel." Sermon by Rev. J. If, Heald. 1
of Ice over which he gladsomely glides at this time will
Tomorrow will be a day of special
cost him forty cents a chunk delivered at his door next Interest to the members and attendants of the Church of the Immaculate
July.
Conception, as It will mark the closThe mystery Is clearing. As far as the Investigation ing of the Inspiring woman's mission
and the opening of the mission for
has gone, the Harrlman lines seem to own each other.
men.
The
eloquent missionaries,
Rosswlnkel
and O'Malley,
0000XXXXX)XX0XX0(X0000000HI Fathers
will speak at the services tomorrow,'
8 as they will throughout the entire
ASTONISHING THOROUGHNESS
week.
The meeting which takes
ENFORCING INSPECTION LAW $ place at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon Is set aside for the closing of
XC0XXX00XXXCOCXXXXXXJCOCCK
the women s mission and the organl
zatlon of the Married and Young
The president's campaign against the packers Is Lrftdies sodalities,
and
services In If
at an end. The meat Inspection law Is working like a connection with the the
event will bo
d
Nearly 2,000 men are made as attractive as possible.
piece of
machinery.
A sj
looking every day for evidence of disease in the animals iare attendance is expected, and U
brought to the slaughtering houses of the country and cordial invitation Is extended to th?
for specks of tilth in those slaughtering houses. Pack- public.
II
ers that refuse to keep their establishments clean know
lllo Grande t"iiapter No. 4. Itoyal
the penalty forfeiture of the right of inspection. The Arch Masons, held their annual ban- II
government is not threatening them with any other quet and installation of officers last M
penalty merely the withdrawal
of the Inspectors, evening. Past Grand High Priest ArWithout Inspection big slaughterers of animals cannot thur Everltt presided, and the folget a pound of their products transported from one lowing gentlemen were Inducted Into
state to another or taken out of the country to tha their respective positions, after which
was served:
foreign market. This Is In substance what George P. theC. collation
O. Young High Priest.
McCabe, solicitor for the department of agriculture,
C. o. Cushmtin
King.
told the members of the New York Breeders associaH. G. Dullard
Scribe.
tion at Syracuse the other day.
A. J. Maloy
Treasure1-- .
J. C. Ferger Secretar.'.
In his speech Solicitor McCabe also announced that
otto Haan Captain of Host.
the president Is making representations to the foreign
E. C. Allen Principal Sojourner.
governments which maintain Inspection a.t their fronGeorge II. Tletzel It. A. Captain.
tiers that our meat and meat food products are absoW. P. Fox Master of 1st Vail.
lutely clean and wholesome, and that It Is a waste of
John Welnzlrl Master of 2nd Vail.
their money to maintain such inspection any longer.
Jay A. Hubbs Master of 3d Vail.
The president is doing everything possible to reJ. J. Bambrook Sentinel.
gain for the packers the business they lost while they
An elaborate supper was served
were fighting against the inspection law, which now
last night at the Elks' lodge rooms,
enables them to advertise that the purity and
where 240 Woodmen of the World
of their products are guaranteed by the Uni- and
the Woodmen Circle auxiliary
ted states government.
met to hold a joint Installation cf
Mr. McCabe made the astounding statement that olllcers.
Following the Installation
a conservative estlirlate Is that animals which If sound of offlcers. a program of musical
would be worth about $2,500,000 are annually destroyed numbers and recitations was render
because they cannot pass the rigid Inspection main ed, while Dr. Patchen and B. Ituppe
The Brodell
tulned by the government. During the month of Octo made brief addresses.
ber, 1906, 11.698 animals were converted Into fertilizer children offered recitations and Mr.
Ruppe was prevailed upon to exegrease because they, were found to be cute
and
one of his whistling solos. Th
diseased. At that rate It means that no less thun 132,- - diversion features were well received.
000 animals will be condemned and made Into fertl
Miss Abrams presided at the piano
Ilzcrs and axle grease on account of the severity of the and the supper was an appetizing afnew law.
fair. The newly Installed officers of
To make sure that the law shall not be evaded both lodges are:
Past Consul Jos. Hrennan.
where there are several packing houses a system of
Consul Commander T. It. Overpatrolling Inspectors and patrolling taggers has been
ton.
established. A packer may corrunt one Insnertnr and
Advisor Lieutenant K. YV. Moor-one tagger, but he Is never certain
what inspector
Clerk D. E. Phillips.
whom he hus never before seen will be around at his
Banker F. W. Hermann.
establishment to see that any crookedness he may at
Watchman Theo. Brodell.
Escort J. G. Borrego.
tempt snail not be anything more than sporadic
Sentry A. Kobell.
Verily, a wonderful revolution In this matter
Managers O. Wolf, P. A. hlllie.
has been accomplished, quietly but effectively, within
1. Fredericks.
the last five months. St. Joseph News.
D. E. Phillips ac.ed as master of
ceremonies, and on behalf of th;
XO0X5XXXCOXXXXXX0X0XX
camp presented the outgoing consul
Mr. Joseph
Brennan,
WHAT THE WHITE WALNUT IS
5 commander,
with a handsome set of table silverTO THE FARMERS OF EUROPE g ware. The evening was finished with
jj
dancing.
j

citizenship Is severely shaken by his exhibition of the
truly American spirit and method in cornering the Cali
fornia potato market. The Jap may be deficient In many
reroecU. but In this he has shown a keen annreclatlon
Nobody
of the ways which are distinctively American.
had Imagined that speculators and financiers from Japan
were operating in the far west, nor had anyone dreamtd
they could compete with the wily westerners In estab- lishing monopolies of the necessaries of life.
The
monopoly trick was serenely supposed to be monopolized
by our own financiers.
But it was suddenly discovered that one Kenya
Shlma, a Jap, had outwitted the experienced and skillful
corner-makeof California, gained control of the potato
market and will be a virtual dictator of prices until next
season. Kenya Shima's operations, though strictly according to custom, may possibly be in violation of the
juitl-tru- st
But In following custom, without
laws.
regard to the laws, he only proves himself the more
truly American as a financier.
There is a nice point there for which the financiers
of this country are particularly distinguished, and this
Jap has grasped it as cleverly as one born and bred to
It. The argument that the ways of the Jap are irrecon
cilably different from our ways no longer has a leg to
stand on.

The politicians, republicans, of
so bitterly fought state- nooa during the late campaign, have got another taste
r ine delight of doing politics In a territory. Several
f them wanted to be clerk of Judge Nave's court, and
had put in applications for the Job, backed up by numerous petitions, recommendations and the usual pulls fo:
the Job. The judge listened to their appeals, and then
appointed a man named Chambers, of Danville, III., th
town where Cncle Joe Cannon, the speaker of the house,
lives.

EVENING CITIZEJf.

ttLi'i-I-

PIONEER BAKERY,
OUTM riR9T
TRKKl.

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8T0CK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street
Both Phonea.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
J

BARNETT, Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad

Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

8 AM PLC A NO
CLUB ROOMS

ttlMO0Oe0OOOCiisl0iliO0a
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rALBDQUERQUE

JANUARY 12, 1H7.

SATURDAY,

GRANDEST

'VARSITY STU-

tng frontier metropolis.
In speaking of recent

CON

The HeraM,
transactions,

snys:

Capt. J. I. Casey, one of the largest
property owners on Texas street, ha:
Just sold the Sunny South apartments
at No. 06 Texas street to Fred Hnnl-maof the Overland street market,
for 131,000. This property fronts 9
feet on Texas street and runs back
120 feet to an alley. The price per
front foot Is between $340 and $3Ti0.
Figures giving the price paid for
this property In previous transfers
are Interesting ns showing the great
advance which has been made In real
estate along Texas street.
In 18S8 Andrews and Gilchrist
bought this property for slightly over
$1,100, paying $12.73 a front foot.
Captain Casey bought It a year later
for $1,820. or at the rate of $20
front foot. In seven years the price
per front foot had advanced from
$20 to $350.
Captain Casey recently sold four
lots on Texas street for $10,000.
These lots several years ago cost him
$600 each. He has also just completed a deal whereby he disposes of
another piece of Texas street realty
for $s,000. He Is still a heavy property owner on Texas street, havl .g
thirty-tw- o
lots left.

CERT OF THE

HOLD

O K COURT
Prof. Tight and Student Em- Miss Claude Albright Accorded
An Enthusiastic Greeting.
mons Are Given the Hand-BaskOpera House Crowded.
Ball.
et

With all the triumphs and laurels
An interesting mock trial was held
yesterday, the defendant being W. "he hus had heaped upon her In the
great
it. Allen, charged with disobeying an sang cities of the world when she
in tne wagneran roles, of all
order of the president of the university. Albert Clancy, as judge, pre- the praise she has received none Is
sided with dignity. Kirk Rryan act- sweeter to her than the spontaneous
In this, her
ed as prosecuting attorney and Ralph welcome she received sung
her heart
Tascher as counsel for the defendant. home, last night. She
F. K. Peavy performed his duties as out to us in gladness she seemed to
us.
New
she belonged to
sheriff In a thorough manner and feel thatmay
well be proud of her
Miss Hart made an efficient court Mexico
years
go
many
to
on
stenographer.
After careful deliber singer who has
she Is the young
ation, the jury returned a verdict of in her great work, sung
such roles ns
"guilty" and the judge pronounced est artist who has
or Itrunhllda In
sentence upon the unfortunate pris Kuudry In l'arslfal
Zalkyrle. There Is no limit to her fuoner.
ture prospects and her friends will
o
The members ot the university are follow her career with pride.
proprietorship
A certain sense of
all congratulating Dr. Tight upon his
success In securing the meeting of was present In the audience last night
e
residents, who
the Geological Siclety ot America many of the
for Albuquerque during the Christ knew the singer under the pet name
"Dolly"
and who had predicted
mas recess ot 1907. In all probabili of
ty, the Cordllleran section will meet success for her In those early years of
with the main society. This will her life and had watched with satisbring between two hundred and faction her studies abroad and her
three hundqpd delegates to the city steady advancement to a first place
besides many others who will be In in the musical world, were present
attendance.
It Is perhaps the first and shared In her triumph.
Notwithstanding
the advantages
national gathering ever held here.
Miss Albright has enjoyed of having
The students of the University are studied the great alras of French and
very proud of the success of Grover Italian masters with the composers
C. Emmons In winning the first medal and having learned her method from
In the higher Institution division of the greatest exponents of the
old
the Interscholastic Oratorical contest school, the reason of her charm does
at Las Vegas. Four of the six judges not depend on this but upon a native
gave him first place. Lytton Taylor genius a quality and magnetism of
of the A. & M. college won the second voice which no training or mere
medal with Kdward Comstock of the technique alone could ever achieve.
Ims Vegas Normal Pnlversity a close The selections showed the wonderful
range of her beautiful glorious voice.
third.
an full mid rnllnil :iml rich
It
be
will
Two basket hull gained
;it times that it filled every space In
week
played In the near future. Next
the opera house, at others it sounded
the UnUersity girls will meet a team like tinkling bells in the distance. It
nt
from the Las Vegas high school
audience In a magic spell
the heid Ihe nothing
the Casino. The boys will play folto be desired but to
and
left
In
the week
A. & M. college team
more, which they demanded relowing. The University boys' basket hear
Allen, peatedly after each selection.
ball squad includes Tascher,
The singing of V. J. Lambert
Light, Lemjke. ibon-KoLe, McMillin,Cornish,
his rich base voice to very
showed
Clancy,
Onllef,
Ileald,
good advantage; he is a professional
will
From these
Skinner, Rogers.
singer of Los Angeles.
be chosen perhaps the strongest team
The tenor solos of J. O. Mould ot
University.
ever representing the
Detroit were well received. These
O
Angell and Cadby have tine voices were heard last night for
Profe
the first time in this city.
apparatus for
com""'
Mrs. Maynard (Junsul as accompaThis appara- ti"
,
automatic registering nist was a delight to the singers as
ns of which all atmos-n- s well as to the audience as it required
will be recorded on an expert pianist to accompany such
paper. These records difilcull music.
The F.llis' orchestra was an agreerred and reported once
t may be consulted at able adjunct to this beautiful concert.

J.

B. CHAVES
BOOT-LEGGI-

IN

JAIL;
CHARGE

NG

IlKI'lTV MARSHAL HARRY
COOPEH ARRKSTS N ATI V K
AT HELEN.

S.

old-tim-

J. H. Chaves, a native, was brought
up from Helen this morning by Unit

ed States Deputy ' Marshal Harry
Cooper, who arrested hi m at the cu.
warrant
off town upon a federal
charging the sale of Intoxicating
liquors without a license. When arraigned before United States Commissioner Whiting at his offices in the
new Haynolds building this morning.
Chaves was bound over to the gran I
jury in the sum. of $500. Helng unable to furnish bond, he was taken
to jail. Two witnesses testified before the commissioner this mornin:;
that they had purchased whisky
from Chaves, who Is alleged to have
been quite active in his efforts to
dispose of booae In the railroad construction ramps, his practice being
what is familiarly called "boot-le- g
ging."
L. GRADI

WILL BUILD'i

COR. THIRD AND COPPER

iirl!lnn Science Services will be
held In the Grant building, room 25.
Sunday, at 11 a.m.
Subject, "Sacrament.
Highland M. E. Church, South
South Arno.
Services at 11 a. m. and 7:80

S18

p. m.

Epworth

clima-vation-

'

s.

O. H.

(iit'lxtlan

community for having furnished such
a high iaH entertainment and well
deserve the financial success which
comes to them as a reward for their
enterprise and efforts.
o
Governor Hagerman. who was in
and hear Miss Al
i Literary society is for vlted to attend
bright sing telegraphed his regrets
a constitution
New Mexico, a constit- last night to Mrs. G. L. Brooks, presi
dent of the Ladies' Guild, that it was
ution will be held tonight
ose of discussing the pre-th- ls impossible for him to be present.
means, the hoys are
table practice in essentials
'trnment.
THAT BANQUET WILL BE

Errelt Van
e
Lee and
.ve been fortunate enough
cted members of the Trl
rnity. Their initiation will
,
within the next week or
re
id by spent the holidays acviuennsio.
His mother
1
.

him to Albuquerque
remain here until the

llo-

and

sum- -

-

count of sickness.

loi ween on ac

COMMITTEE OFFERS

DISTINCTLY

SCOTCH FOUR

MORE

ANDREW
OK
SOCIETY
"BORI1Y
COMMEMORATE
Itl'RNS WITH TEI.MXG

MEN

Q

Coiuvptloii Church
Immaculate
Catholic Mission by the Jesuit
Fathers, Rev. J. R. Rosswlnkel, S. J ,
and Rev. Thomas A. O Malley, S. J.
communion ni:viV
7:00 General
for married and young ladles. Short
sermon by one of the missionaries.
mass; congrefai-tlon:30 Children's
singing; short address by one
'
of the missionaries.
9:30 High mass; celebrant. Kev.
A. M. Mandnlarl, S. J.; music by the
Immaculate Conception choir; sermon by Father Rosswlnkel, on "The
Christian Family."
3 P. M.
Closing service of th?
mission for women; sermon by
congregational
O'Malley;
Father
singing; organization of the Married
and Young Ladies' sodalities; popul
blessing; benediction of the mewl
distribution of
blessed sacrament;
mission souvenirs; blessing of relig,
ious articles.
7:30 P. M. Beuds; sermon by
Father Rosswlnkel, on "Whither Are.
We Drifting?" opening of the mens
mission; congregational singing; benediction of the most blessed sacrament.
All welcoiiu Catholics and
al

LAI

IS

REPORT

RECORD OK PROI". J.

( I ARK

AS SCHOOL

SUPER-IXTENREN-

A special committee appointed
by
the board of education to draft resolutions in connection with the retirement of Prof. J. C. Clark, superinpublic
tendent of the Albuquerque
schools to accept the position of aspublic
of
sistant superintendent
schools at Santa Fe, is deservedly
complimentary of that gentleman and
his enviable record as superintendent
of the city schools. The resolution
read as follows:
Your committee appointed to give
expression to the sentiments of the
board of education upon the resignation of Professor J. E. Clark reports
as follows:
AVhereas, Professor J. E. Clark has
presented to the board of education
his resignation as superintendent of
the public schools of Albuquerque, to
take effect upon the arrival of his
successor:
Resolved, That it is the unanimous
sense of the board of education of Albuquerque, New Mexico, that the severance of the connection of Professor
Clark with the schools of this city is a
very severe loss, not only to the
schools, but also to the intellectual,
social and business life of the city.
The school board of this city cheerfully bears testimony to the fact that
Professor Clark, most ably ami efficiently tilled the difllcult position of
superintendent of our schools and in
his work he displayed a thoroughness, an enthusiasm and such great
efficiency that the high standard
which he set will have a lasting and
beneficial effect upon the future of
our schools

BAND

i:rii:cT.

THEY ARRIVE I ROM OLD MEN- N EV HEADQUARTERS
ICC
points to anything,
NOW IN SHAPE.
"Bobby"
ks" lodge
newly
organized American
The
vent that
band Is rapidly getby
those Lumber company
Twenty-tw- o
of the
be ting Into shape.
to
band men are now here. Arrivals
g charter this morning from C. P. Plae, MexSociety
St. An ico, are Charles Elwyn, euphonium;
of
the
oi
...t.ini
W. tlardner. French horn; R. W.
drew there will be a large company M.
McCain, trombone, and John Jarosch
present, for the orgai izallon is in
clarinet. These gentlemen have Just
flourishing condition.
left the Carl Hagenbeck show, which
The affair which promises to tie
In Old
notable one, will be strongly Scotch recently closed, its season
The band will include
if you please. The banquet Invitation Mexico.
musicians, the remaindcard will suggest It and so will every twenty-eigthing else. The invitations read as er of whom will have reached Albuquerque within the next two weeks.
follows:
The new band headquarters on
"Hoot Mon!"
avenue over the Insley Cycle
"Dinna forget Robbie's birthday. Gold
We're gaun tae hae a gran denner wi' company have been fitted up and the
a wee bit o' haggis. Ye'U hae a' ye band will have its first smoker tocan eat and drink, an' hear some guid night, so all can get acquainted wlt'.t
sang, an' flddlin', un' u whw-- folk each other. After a little preliminary
will
practice the new organization
hall, Albuquerque. N. M., appear on the street. New music has
"Elks'
arrived and the people of AlbuquerJan. 5, x p. m."
que will be pleaded to learn that Director Ellis of the band has made
careftil selections and the latest stuff
ANOTHER DRUG STORE
played by eastern bands will become!
familiar to local lovers of music when
new organization discourses It.
FOR SECOND STREET thfFour of the band men are Albuquerque musicians.
These are the
principal local band members. The
Second street is soon to boast "f new band room Is well adapted to
another drug store. J A. Kremls,
the needs of the members. There Is
for several months with S. Vann & a large hall for practice and two
s'
Son, and a druggist of fifteen yea-smaller rooms which will be utilized
experience, will open the new stove as smoking rooms ami an office for
at 321 South Second street, in tin Ellis' orchestra, which Is affiliated
building formerly occupied by Cha-'with the new band.
merchant.
Keppeler, the furniture.
Mr. Kremls took a lease on the propMK'AI. PAKAGP.APM ?.
erty today and has ordered his fixin.i- MeLauKhlln. who was arrested
Mr.
Kremis
tures and supplies.
on FUHpielon
of
Qiime to Albuquerque from Spring'T. by the police here
N. M., where he was associated with being J. K. Wilson, who la alleged to
have forced a heck for S 4 at Win:
his brother In the drug business
low, Arizona, has been released from
custody. A Winslow officer who arto identify him failed to
CAPT. CASEY GETTING
rived
recognize' in ici,ausuiiii ine inun
nas after. McLaughlin was arrestRICH IN EL PASO ed on a description furnished by th1;
The resemblance
Wiiislow oltleers.

.

indication

-

--

In-r-

well-know- n

Bak-

Prices Range From $5.00 Up

ALBERT FABER
.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Building

I
REPORT OFi THE CONDITION
OF

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1 907
"

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Banks

I

$1, 005, 430. 28

'

6,036.05
13,421.97
117,469.26
367,605.33

ONLY AT MALOY'S.

$1,50S,963.79

Opera House Roller RinK

K:

T,I ABILITIES

W'-"-

ft!

--

Capitul Paid Up...,
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

4

5

Sir

.

I 150,000.00
59.044.21
. 1,299,919.58

$1,508,963.79

c-'7ii-

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:

FWmi if7

n--

I. W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of ihe
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge nnd billcf.
W. S. STRtCKLER,
V. P. & CMh.

!

Subscrivted and sworn to before me this 8th day of
January. A. D. 1907.
R. M. MERRITT.
Notary Public.

DIRECTORS.
Sfssioni

10

.

.

lo 12, 2.30 to
10.30 P. M.

.

Good Music and

m chart

S

and 7.30

30

.

.

!

J. C. HALDHID

.

LUNA,

SOLOMON
R,

W. J. JOHNSON.

for instruction.

RaynolbY New Building

II Yoa Want

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

New Mexico
SUmelblni

CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT

ii

J

UTt
t- -

"aw

rm

ABaiarairiaidiflalfiaf1

r

m

complete line of
STAPLE

& FANCY

MEATS,

POULTRY,

ETC

Best Lucca Olive Oil a
Specialty.

Start the New Year With a Greeting to

MATTEUCCI

his rexidence in the Pass City a few
HOTIX TOMOllUOW.
years auto.
lie haa cleaned up a
TAKING-FR- EE
FOR THE
YOURS
unug fortune out of real estate
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
and is still owner of some
eood iiroierties in that rapidly grow- - EPHANT.

dfc

dfc

ii

dfc

ii

dfc

dfc

fi

dEai

lad

Club

IT&V

Borradaile
117 W.

& Co,

Gold Ave.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 622 West Railroad avenue. Nervous dlseasea ot
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all druf
The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; you
habits undertaken.
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Houra 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. MeCORMICK, M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Hit.

Jones and McFall. experienced men just from the Bell Vernon

Co. Dairy, of I.os Angeles, will have the business in charge. This
One trial
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
Yours for 1907,
ond you are our customer.
THE MATTHEW HAIUV CO.
THOMPSON', JONES and McFALL, Proprietors.

Farms

Have Your Hand

Read by

Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand

BALDRIDGE

PAINT Covers more, loots best, weara tha
longest, moat economical; full measure.
BUILUlNu PAPER Alwaya in stock, plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST 6TREE7 AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERjiAN-WILLIAMS

f1

HouseholdGoods of Every Description

Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
it

dfc

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

GROC-

The Matthew Dairy Co.

C.

r

ERIES. FRESH and SALT

LOMMORI &

J.

aafc

Crockery
Souvenir
vie ws or

Prompt delivery to all parti
ol the city.

Messrs.

HOME

YOUR

HANDSOME

MARKET

We occupy two large
store rooms with a

IN

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

la Eal Oo Ta The

(Joed

Tha tataphona preaarvaa ym
health, prolonga your Ufa and
protecta your home.

telephone

makM tha
duties lighter, tha caraa lata,
and tha worrlea fawar.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Albuquerque,

Convenience - Comfort - Security
Th

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

sinking.

t'aipi J. I. Casey, who resided here
If you want resr.'.ts in advertising,
in the early days nf Albmiuenitie, trv au Evening titizon want ad.
later at Ijis Cruces, and is now a
WITH OYS-Ti:cilixen of Kl Pano, has
I1KII IIIUKKN,
prospered immensely hlnee takinff ui
DHKsMMi, AT Tllll COM'!-Ill'trans-actlon-

Patronise the "New Homo"
ery, .13 West Railroud avenue.

lo be

s.

French Bakery . .

--

Is said

Are of neat design and handsomely finished. Suitable In
every way to be used In rooms
with the most refined furnlah-InngFar superior to the
usual heay, ungainly, nolay
folding tables' hat were heretofore the only Rind made.

REMOVAL

FOR

ht

FLATTERING

Round or Bquar

j

a happy little

THE NEW

TABLES

'

a tew
Due
short months since, J. M. Sylvester,
foreman of The Evening Cltlzen'B Job
department, will tomorrow wed Miss
Mattle M. Uodson, daughter of R. L,
liodson, the Gold avenue automobile
dealer. A marriage license was !.
sued at the ofllce of Probate. Clerk
county
Walker, at the Bernalillo
court house this morning.
The
O
.
groom-to-b- e
laughingly refused to
Church Fifth
l'rcsh)tcriaii
First
furnish particulars about the cere street and Silver avenue. Rev. Hugh
mony and wants the news sup A. Cooper, pastor.
pressed, but The Citizen, which
Services at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
congratulations in advance, be
lleves It's too good to keep.

KT.

If

cor-

JF1TE.

Burrowes Feather
Weight Folding

I'lrxt Itnptlst Church Hroadway
and Lead avenue.
J, A.
Sunday school at 9:60 a. in.
Hammond, superintendent.
Public worship at 11a. m. and 7:30 a. m.
p. in., with sermons by the pastor, J.
English service and sermon at 8
W. T. McNlel.
p. m.
Young People's meeting at 6:45
You are cordially invited.
p. m.
o
Mt. Olive Rapllxt Church Sun- Congregational Church Hroadway l day school
at 9:30 a. m.
and Coal avenue.
at 11 a. m. and 7:30
Morning service at 11 o'clock, p. Preaching
m.
Sermon by Rev. J. H. Ileald subject,
Baptising at 3 o'clock p. m.
"Paul's Definition of Life."
soloist.
Mis. C. E. Sllbemagle,
St. John's I''plonpnt Church SunOffertory solo, "Feur Ye Not, O day school
at 10 a. m.J morning serIsrael," by D. Ruck.
vice at 11; evening service at 7:30.
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock.
Sermon by Rev. J. H. Ileald; sub- HAKEIt CHICKEN, WITH OYS- Ject, "Does God Speak to Man?
TER DRESSING. AT THE COLVM- !ll"S HOTEL TOMORROW.
First Methodist EpiNcoiMil - Key. J.
C. Rollins, pastor.
BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
Sunday school convenes at 9:45. CITY AT . ZEIGER'9 CAFE RES
A cordial welcome to all.
TAURANT, FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
Morning sermon ut 11 o'clock, ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
,
pastor;
by
lheiu
sermon
the
with
"God Reckoning With Men."
TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
Junior Epworth League at o
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
League
at
6:20.
Epworth
o'clock.
ELEPHANT.
All are welcome.
Evening service at i:30. The pas
Orders left with New Home Bak- tor will speak on "Right HandeJ ery will receive prompt attention and
People."
delivery.
At the evening service Mr. J. G.
sing.
Gould will
YOl' ARE PROTECTED FROM
Strangers cordially welcomed to all AIJj IRAt'I), IGNORANCE AND
Invited.
public
services and the
IMPOSITION IX BUYING TEAS IK
The church Is located on the cor YOIT
PVRCHASE
PACKAGES
Lead
ner of South Third street and
OK
REARING THE THAOE-MARavenue.
SAN HORN.
CHASE
IXU'NR

MISS MATTIE DODSON
ection, was organized,
ld its meetings at the
nnual teachers' gather-- e
Christmas holidays,
tt. Grant and Rupert F.
chairman and secretary
it this section.

Norteast

Church.

Evolution. "
Evening worship at 7:30.

M. SYLVESTER TG WED

. .
in me Klks' opera house,
As a culmination to
The ladies of the St. John's Guild romance
which began
iiriied the gratitude ot mis
h:ivo

Holllday, pastor.

p ni.
Invited.

ner Gold avenue and Broadway.
Ernest K. Crawford, minister.
Sunday school, 10 a. m.
Morning worship at 11 o'clock;
sermon subject, "Paul's Vision of

L. Uracil Is going to build a $12,000
business block at the corner of Copper avenue and North Third street.
The contract was let yesterday t
Edward Clertig. The structure will
be two stories In height ond built of
brick. The first floor will comprise
three store rooms, imd the second
story eighteen living rooms.
The
plumbing contract goes to the StandArchitect
ard Plumbing company.
J. L. Lu Drlere drew the plans.

J.

league at 6:30

Strangers are cordially

rAGE

Morning
theme, "The Uplifted
Christ."
Evening, a special song service by
the choir.
Sunday school at 9:4 5 a. m.
Special evangelistic services each
rvenlng during the week, beginning
Monday, Jan. 14. to which the public Is cordially Invited.
Musical Program for Sunday.
organ Prelude "Vesper Hells"...
Anthem "Savior, When Night InShelley
volves the Skies"
Anthem "Thou Will Keep Him In
Perfect Peace"
Demarlst
Organ "Serenade"
Shubert
Rarltone Solo "O, Savior Hear
Me"
Gluck
Harry Hullnrd.
Mole guartet
Selected
Messrs. Cosine, Itetts, Wolklng
and Scott.
Anthem "The Flower Lnnd"
Thompson
Anthem "Hy Babylon's Wave"...
Gounod
Organ
Postlude
"Recessional
Scolson-Clar- k
March"
Choir leader. Miss C. A. Strong.
sr. 1biiI's Lutheran Church Corner of Sixth street and Silver avenue.
Rev. Ernest Moser, pastor.
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m.
German service and sermon at 1 1
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EVENING CITIZEN,

Where
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DENTS

;

Tells the past present and future. lleunites separated, tells how
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed in business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
HEADING, 25 AM) 50 CENTS ANI U
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Say Those Who Oppose Him The Proceedings of Yesterday. Handsome Edifice In the Cen
r
ter of Property Is Built
Cases Under
and Favor Senator
of Chlslcd Stone.
of Ohio.
For-ake-

Washington.

Jan.

12.

"Theodore

will never be Hhle to dic
to the nt'Xt natiomil republican

llooM'Volt

tate

convention Itw choice of a presidential
This declaration wan
candidate."
madr by a prominent republican senator, of prt'Ht intluence In the senate and high In the councils of his
party.
As the days k" by there becomeB
t
more manifest a determination
wrest control of the nartv from th
symhands of the president and his
pathizers and to vest It In that republican faction which has come to be
Without
)knon us
any election on his part, perhaps, the
senator has become a central figure
In the
campaign, and
his strength as a presidential possibility la making substantial progress.
The prediction Is made In shrewd political circles that when the national
convention meets the race will be
between Foraker and whatever candidate Is favored by the president.
"The president." said the senator
MUoted above, "has made a mistake
In underestimating Senator Foraker's
staying qualities and his capacity as
n fighter. He will make the discovery ere long that the Buckeye senator Is about the hardest nronosltlon
un aealnst.
he has ever stacked
There Is nothing of the quitter in
He Is perhaps
Foraker's make-uthe most resourceful man in the sen
ate. and now that he has been Ihnr
oughly aroused by Koosevelt, he !s
certain to give u Rood account of
himself.
"The president Is losing strength
every day, for the reason that each
day brings him twenty-fou- r
hours
nearer to me time when he will quit
the white house and be shorn of
lower. The loss may be almost Im
perceptible just now, like the length
enlng of the dav since the son
crossed the imaginary line on the
a 1st of December last, but soon it
will be apparent to the mun on the
street.
"One effect of the present sltua
tion," the senator continued, "is that
it Is rallying all the ele ments hostile
to Hoosevelt around the standard of
Ohio's senior senator. This in itself
I
bound to make him a nreaiilantlnl
factor that will have to be reckoned
with in the national convention next
year. The man who goes Into the
next presidential national convention
backed by the elements antagonistic
to President Roosevelt will, n my
juugmer.t, come pretty near to cap
turing the nomination.
Will that man be Foraker?
It
certainly looks that wav now
one thing I am morally certain, and
nui is mat me president will not
be able to dictate who shall be the
nominee of the republican national
convention or 1908.
Positive announcement, from what
ha every appearance of being an
authoritative source. Is made to the
effect that Secretary of War Tart
will shortly ascend
iha mi
court bench as the success of Chief
justice duller. If this be true, it
will leave the presidential flel.l nith
out any candidate recognized as dis
tinctly
Kooseveltlan.
The
most
promising possibility Is Charles B.
Hughes, governor of Xew York. If
ne markedly "makes good" during
the next twelve months, a good many
politicians believe he will be the
Hoosevelt candidate. It Is admitted
that Governor Hughes has none of
the elements of personal magnetism
so strong In the present occupant of
the white house, but If he is "safe
and sane," and yet vigorous In the
prosecution of evil, he undoubtedly
will make a strong appeal to
tha
country.
The announcement by Postmaster
General Cortelyou that he would retire at once as chairman of the republican
national committee, and
that Col. Harry New, the vice chairman, would succeed him as acting
chairman until such time as the committee might make a selection, came
as somewhat of a surprise to the
politicians. As stated In this correspondence several days ago, the
rumor of Mr. Cortelyous retirement
from the chairmanship had been revived with a large show of authority, but no one believed It would
come at so early a day. As the committee is now constituted, Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Cortelyou undoubtedly
will dictate the selection of the new
chairman, but they will have a fight
on their hands if the
republicans think there is anv show
of winning out.
p.
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COWBOY JACK
IT
AxSAlliAXT
WHOM
fcj.

WRIGHT
AT

IS f. O. tOSSIXS,
WKK.IIT WAS

f Wright, familiarly known

to

his friends as Jack, was shot Tuesday evening about 7 o'clock by a
party named C. O. Cosslns. Hays the
Denting Graphic.
The shooting took place while
Wright was acting as deputy under
his brother, City Marshal
N.
L.
Wright. The ball that struck Wright
Just missed his backbone and penetrated his right lung, passing entirely through his body. The wounded
man was removed to the office of Dr.
S. D. Kwope and given prompt medi
cal attention.
While dangerously
hurt, Wright Is not necessarily fa
tally Injured.
After the shooting Cosslns walked
Into Smith's barber shop,
here he
told of the trouble and was arrested
unci placed in Jail.
The. shooting, as near as we can
atKleM was caused by Wright
tempting to place CoksIiis under
After a heavy meal, take a couple
of Dunn's Regulets, and give your
stomach, liver and bowels the help
they will need. Regulets bring easy,
legular passages of the bowels.

The supreme court of New Mexico
continued In regular session at 10
In
o'clock yesterday morning
the
building.
chambers at the capitol
There were present: Chief Justice
William J. Mills. Associate Justice
John It. McKle. Associate Justice
Frank W. Parker. Associate Justice
William H. Pope. Associate Justice
Kdward A. Mann and Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott. Jose I). Sena,
clerk of the court, was at his post.
Assistant I'nited Stales Attorney E.
j. Medler was also present. The territory was represented by Attorney
Oenernl W. t Held, t nited Stat?s
Marshal Creighton M. Foraker and
Deputy I'ntted States Marshal II. F.
Ilogh were In attendance.
The following cases came up for
considei Rtlon
;"e. 1121. J. J. Hag 'i man Uoswell
i'nd Water Company, and Pecos
Valley company, appellants, vs. Althu
Meeks, ct al., appellees.
Motion for
rehearing denied,
No. 11,11!. Sterns Kogern Manufacturing company, et al., appellees vs,
Aztec Gold Mining and Milling com
pany, et al., appellant. Submitted on
briefs.
No. 115. Mogollon Oold and Copper company, plaintiff in error, vs,
John E. Stout, defendant in error.
Argued and submitted.
Jenkins, plaintiff
No. 1161, John
Orant
in error, vs. Maxwell
company, defendant In error. Judg
ment of lower court nnrml upon
m t'nii of defendant in error, olnintlff
in error tiuvlni; lulled to pe-- f vt
rlt
of error.
was taken
At noon adjournment
until Monday nt 10 o'clock.
The following attorneys were ad
niltted to practice law in New Mexico Wednesday afternoon upon exam
ination, and they were sworn In when
court reconvened yesterday:
James A Hall, Poswell; Joh.i V.
Ma;, ers, Santa
Fe: Andrew S. .U- Cnath Silver City; Frank T. '.Tiip
bill. Willarf It. C. Alford, Raton;
It U. Hoon. Tucumcarl; Harvey Du
Val, Santa Fe; H. P. Flint, Alamor,cr
do; Jack S. Harris. Clayton; A. M.
Edwards, Farnilngton.
Temporary licenses to practice were
extended to the following until the
February session:
W. (. Young, Portales; Thomas D.
Penery, Alamogordo; Ed S. Glbbany,
Uoswell; J. G. Osborne, Artesla; W.
E. Golden, Clayton.
George F. Brewlngton of Aztec was
given extended time to appear to sign
the roll and take the oath of office
until the February session.
Temporary licenses which had been
granted to the following were order
ed revoked for failure to appear or
file petition for admission to the bar:
Thomas J. Corkey, Gallup; A. w,
Iludinot, Sliver City; C. E. Farming- ton. Folsom; R. C. Barnes, Raton;
John A. Pace,
F. Jones, Raton;
Clayton: U. W. Palmer, Clayton; H.
F. Walnutt. Wugon Mound; J. B. At
kinson, Artesla; It. C Bowen, Ros- well; C. A. Carlin. Roswell; D. C.
Griffith. Uoswell; E. D. Guffy. Ros
well; A. C. Heckler Roswell; Charles
Kyte, Portales; J. K. Little, Roswell;
W. B. Bruck, Orogrande; Alexander
Murray, Jr., Carrlzozo.
Attorney George W. McCrary of
Artesla. was admitted to the practice
this morning on a certificate of prac
tlce elsewhere.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

"I was a toial wreck," writes Mrs. Beulah
Rowley, of Champoeg, Oregon, "from pains I had
suffered, for 4 years, every month. Sometimes I
would be unconscious for 12 hours at a stretch. I
did not know that anything could stop the pain
entirely, but Wine of Cardui did. I advise all
women suffering with painful periods to use Cardui and be relieved."
It does this by regulating the functions and
toning up all the Internal female organs to health.
It is a pure, specific, reliable, female remedy, with
a record of 70 years of
FREE ADVICE
Write u
Inter ducrlbini alt
success. It has benevour symptoms, anj wt will fcrnj you
I rre
In plain uralevj nHui.
fited a million others.
AJJres: l.aJipV Advisory llrpjrtmrnt,
lie ChattjnuusJ MeJitineCu.. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Why not you? Try it.
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Accommodation,
Capital, $150,000.00.

New Accounts

t

and Unsurpassed Facllltlaa.
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WINE
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NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

$1.00

and

BoUcJU

OKl'ICEUS AND DEIBCTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, u ast, Cashier; Wa Mcintosh, J. C. Bald ridge, Solomon una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Amot, O. E. Crouiwell,

Bit of Vaudeville

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA? FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

1

NEW MEXICO

orricct and DitMCTon

JOSHUA S. RAYNOtiDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

4

President
vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Proflta
Depository for Atchison, Topcka

&

$500,000.89
$250,000.00

Saats Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
SURPl US AND PROFITS,

...

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
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DIRECTORS
B. Herndon. I. a. Dye.
A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A.
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CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

INDIAN ADMITS HISTORIC MURDER

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

13S. 10
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its article uu the appointment
of Charles F. Spader, of Bernalillo.
of Sandoval
county commissioner
county, vice Pedro CaHtlllo, deceased,
the New Mexican says:
A delegation of citizens of Sando
val county was In the city Thursday
afternoon and called upon Governor
Hagerman in relation to the appointment of a county commissioner fot
Sandoval county to fill the vacancy
caused by the recent death of Pedro
Castillo, who at the time of his de
The delegamise held that office.
tion consisted of J. M. Sandoval,
Fred J. Otero, Rcnicio Perea and C.
F. Spader. W. S. Hopewell, general
manager of the New Mexico Fuel &
Iron company and president of the
the
Albuquerque Eastern railway,
former having large coal interests In
Sandoval county, was with the dele
gation. It Is understood that C. F.
Spader, of Bernalillo,
the county
seat, a member of the Bernalillo
Mercantile company, was reconv-mende-d
for appointment ad county
commissioner. The consultation last
ed some time. It Is said that there
was considerable strife over the ap
pointment between what Is known as
the Alejandro Sandoval faction and
the J. M. Sundoval contingent of the
republican party in the county, both
sides striving to get one of its ad
Friday after
herents appointed.
noon Governor Hagernian appointed
C. F. Spader to be county commissioner of Sandoval county, vice Cas
tillo, deceased. In accordance wllh
the recommendations of the delega
tion which called upon lilm Thur
day.
Mr. Spader's commission wa
sent him.

....

ALBUQUERQUE

The Vermejo ranch, reported to;
Advi-e- .
have been sold by William H. liart-lel- t,
the Chicago millionaire, to Sen1
ator William A. Clark, of Montana,
for $2,000,0(10, contains about 200.-00- 0
acres and Is located forty-liv- e
miles west and southwest of Trlnl-duBottles.
Sold by Every Druggist in
on the New Mexico line.
It
Is by long odds the finest ranch In
the entire west, having a house In Its
center built of chiseled stone, which,
In general
appenrance
and inside
furnishings, rivals the mansions of
Fifth avenue, New York, or of MichOF
igan boulevard, Chicago.
The ranch, which more resembles
a gigantic park than a mere breeding
place for live stock, contains thousands of blooded cattle and sheep.
The land wus bought by Bartlett
from one of the three Colorado own-cr- s
of the
Maxwell
land
grant, and under his watchful eye
By F. W. SCHAFER
hns been continuously Improved and
developed since Its acquirement in
1879 until now it stands without a
peer the country over.
The original Maxwell land grant
was made by the Mexican government to two pioneers who promised
in return to colonize this hiir tract
which Is not fur south of the United
Mutes border. In the year 846. After
the war with Mexico In 1S4K nil im,i
owned by prlvute Individuals in the
immense area ceded to this country
was allowed, by the terms of the
treaty of Guadalotipe Hidalgo, to remain In the title of Its holders, and
the Maxwell grant came under this
general provision.
The two men
thnt first owned the tract of 2,000.- 000 acres beeume dissatisfied with
the purchase. One partner paid the
other $6,000 for his share, and in
turn sold the whole tract to the
father of the girl he married, whose
"I ran hardly stand my feet on. Osgur
I foel like I must jiggle.
name was Maxwell.
Maxwell finally
died, and the land wus brought up by (Jigs a few steps.) How do you like id?"
You fall der singe all ofer. Vot makes you trip so
three Coloradoans. who later fniled
to pay taxes on it. after mortgaging niurhness, Adolf?"
"Dot lss der foil of my feet."
ii ior a large sum and underwent
I see di-wass vedded butl nod' mated, Vot l.ss der ailing mlt
proceedings.
loreciosure
It was ileni "Yens,
?"
about this time that llarllett got lu
"Von of tny toes Ixs n light funlastig."
on the 200,000 acres, which are now
"Took my advices."
said to be the properly of Senator
"Cnd vot iss he?"
Clark.
"Wont to der humesx store un baf ilem tit you mil toe weights."
"Better I voult hnf my nails clinched. Observation me closeness
vile I do a Highliint iling." (Dances.)
COUNTY WILL SPEND
"Veil, you dlt not fling dot von ferry far. Can you woltz?"
"Sure. Like a ball of yarn."
"Blease make me no notions 8tor"- For why like a yarn ball?"
$1.10 ON EACH KID
"Becoss It vlnds arount, arount, arount, arount."
"Kf you hat der properly klnt of shoes, I shoult say you might make
nie 11 clog dancing."
11F.KN AMI.IO COl'XTV
M,- HAS
"Dese are clog shoes."
225.KO IX ITS SCrToOl, Fl
l.
"Dey look like
Oxfords."
"Veil, dey are rings. I dropped lcni in der reservoyer votice, und
A certificate of apportionment
was di-- seemed to clog her vater subbly. "
issued by County Superintendent
"Schottlsche me a few shots."
Stroup
yesterday,
"All rlghd. Get me some nmmu nootlon."
showing
the
amount of money the various public
"ITnd dot Iss?"
"A can of foot powder, ha, ha, ha!"
schools of Bernalillo county will re"Can you dlt a buck und vlnd dance?"
ceive the quarter JuhI begun.
The
"Nod so wellness. I dried to vlng dance Mime, bud I wass In such
total amount in the fund Is IS. 225. SO,
which, when distributed among the a Mutter my fedders .fell."
7,478 children, will give $1.10
"Vot iss your speckialty?"
for
"Der East Indiana egg dance, bud I haf no eggs."
the education or each.
"Oh. go ahead. Der gallery vill furnishing der eggs."
The statement issued from the superintendent's office follows:
"In dot case I refusal to berform mitould der aid of a net."
I, Andrew B. Stroup, superintend"Try a fandango."
"Ferry veil. Has der audience anyboty got a palm leaf fan? No'"
ent of schools for said county, do
hereby certify that I have duly ap"Voult you oblitch mlt der lancers?"
,
"Yess, bud falrst I haf to haf a boll. Howefer. gif me your faforite
portioned the school fund of said
county on this 11th day of January, brand of nickel zigars und I vlll accommodation mlt a torch dance."
WAS
HOW SPADER
1907. The amount of money subject
"Blease. a quadrille."
to such apportionment Is $8,225.80.
"All rlghd; In a minuet."
'
'
"Vot iss der most sizzling dance you know of?"
The total number of persons of
APPOINTEDGOMMISSIGNER
"Why, a red-hschool age Is 7,478.
polka."
The rate per
Ah. bud you can nod do der muscle dance."
scholar is $1.10, which is apportion"Can'd I? Youst feel my biceps."
ed to the several school districts as
COl'XTY, VICE below:
OF SAXIM)VAIi
"If der audience vlll kindly kip Id s feet anchored we vlll make dot
new Zooza two-ste- p
No.
;!..
in ragtime called 'Der Vu.sh Hag." "
PF.DUO CAKTILIX),
Dlst.
Scholars. Amount.
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FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Moat ExclusiTe Stock of 8U.pl
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

$8,225.80

Groceries

ATENTJK.

ALBUQUERQUE, K. M.

A. U

STROl'P.
County Superintendent.
A

Jamaica liady Speaks Highly of

Chamberlain's C'ougli Itemed)'.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superintendent of Cart Service at Kings-

ton, Jamaica, West Indies Island,
says that she has for some years used
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
coughs, croup and whooping cough
and has found It very beneficial. She
has implicit confidence In it and would
not be without a bottle of it In her
home. Sold by all druggists.

Give ua your ROUGH DRY work,
and get it back Wednesday.
Bware of Ointments for Catarrh That Imperial Laundry Co.
Contain Mercury.
The Itlglil Name.
as mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell
and completely derange the
Mr. August Sherpe, the popular
whole system when entering It through overseer of the poor at Fort Madison,
Uuch
surfaces.
articles
the mucous
should never be used except on ores la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
ns are
reputable
physicians,
from
rightly named; they act more
fruition
lliu damage they will do Is ten fold to agreeably,
do more good and make
the koikI you can possibly derive from
them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured one feel better than any other laxaF. J. Chenney &. Co., contains no tive." Guaranteed
ly
to cure biliousmercury, and is taken Internally, acting
2Gc at all drug
directly uwon the blood and mucous sur ness and rouHtip-itionIn buying Hall's stores.
faces of th system.
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the geno
uine It Is taken Internally and made
For any disease of the skin there Is
in Toledo, Ohio by V. i. Cueuey it Co
nothing better than Chamberlain's
Testimonials free.
Hold by druggists. Price, 75c. per tat- Salve.
It relieves the Itching and
tle
Take Hall's Family Pills for contlpa burning sensation Instantly and soon
... .UM41 effects a cure. Sold by all druggists.
t'a.
Monday,

.

In
Dutch Creek, Walker Ijike Ind.
Nev . Jan. 11. An Interesting
Indian tale has just been recalled in
connection with this place, which, a
month after the famous mad rush
for gold at the opening of the reservation, now finds Itself a booming
mining town.
The story pertains to the famous
Old Dutchman mine, and an Interesting feature is the fact that Kit
Carson, th IMute Indian, who participated lu the murder of the owner of the mine. Is still here today.
It was he, indeed, who bared the
facts.
Kit Carson s now shriveled and
bent with age, but as he rehearsed
the story of the famous raid his
dim eyes lighted' with the lire of
war.
In the tally 60's, when the community was turned over to the lr.
dians by the United States government, an aged German named Schmlt
and his three nephews were living
on the edge of a stream which, has
i
since
known aa Dutch creek.
Sctinilt and his nephews amassed a
Hew.,

lx-.i-

fortune In gold duxt.
When called upon by the government and Indians to vacate, old man
Schmit
refused.
and
with
his
nephews made a formication of their
cabin.
Schniit's cabin was curiously located. The open prairie
was on
three sides, while the fourth side
butted up against a steep incline.
It was down this that the Indians
rolled stones and boulders in an effort to remove those holding
the
fort. The ussault was unsuccessful.
After five Indians hud been killed, the IMutes stormed the formication, and very soon Schmit and his
nepheus Were captives. It was
ugre.d that If Schmit paid over $200
In gold dust his nephews would be
liven their freedom. Schmit went
to his store of gold to get the dust,
und when the Indians saw his pile
they shot him dead.
"Me fire first shot," admitted Kit
Carson the other day for the first
time. "Yes. me kill him. Me kill
lots then Me bi ry good Indian now,
though. No more kill."

a Slraightforiard Way.

That's how we do business. Our
methods here are such aa we should
not be ashamed to adopt in private
life.
We handle best varieties
f
rough and dressed lumber at every
description, all thoroughly seaawed
and carefully assorted, and can supply anything in this line at fewest
Prices. Any quantity desired. Prompt
delivery.
RIO
riutir

THE

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third mnd Marquette

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Write far Booklet
The Furniture
Cor. Coal & Second, East end Viaduct
Cor, Coal and Second
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474

Man.

registered in the
book are one year old on Jan. 2.
Rogers has decided to winJohn
ter a string of horses at the Kentucky Association track and will not
race this winter. He will commence
his campaign In the spring at Lexington with some promising highly
bred two year olds.
Willie lilake, a light weight rider
of promise, will
ride for Robert
Tucker's stable nt Hot Springs, Ark ,
during the coining season.
The three year old bay colt. Moko
Tube, by Moke, dam Rosa, by Har
row, has been sold by H. W. Price, of
ST. MICHAEL COLLEGE
Lexington. Ky., to Lester Murphy, a
trotting horse trainer, of Columbus,
In Arizona- Several Branches
BOYS ON A STRIKE Ohio, for .'.noo. The colt Is engaged
in the Kentucky Futurity and other
From Southern Pacific
big three year old races.
August llelmont's horses in trainSEVEN YOUTHS OF CELTIC KX-Ti- t ing at Newmarket.
Will Reach Properties.
England. Include
ACT SKIDOOEl) Hilt HOME Lord Hastings, a five year old out of
Lady Violet, which he refused to sell
CAUGHT AT liAMY
-lTwenty-fiv- e
years ago one of the
to King Kdward for a fabulous sum.
OTHERS RETURN.
greaAent silver producing mines of
the mvthwest was the Stonewall
YACHTING.
There was an uprising nt St.
at McMillen, twenty miles
was
a notable gathering of
There
by
college,
the
conducted
Michael's
nor late net of Globe,
Arizona. The
Brothers, at Santa Fe, yatchtsmen at the annual dinner of
nlM produced great slabs of native Christian
Bay Yacht Club In the Ho
specimens of Thursday night, when seven oys of the South
Hllwnr, with beautiful
Astor,
New York a few nights
tel
a
at
Irish
took
offense
extraction
koa and crytaline forms that still
ago.
was an interesting ex
are kept with pride in many a south-weste- trivial matter and decided to return hibit There
of models of modern racing
to their homes, says the New Meximineral cabinet. It waa
craft and Commodore Vanderbilt
to the depth of 1,500 feet and can. Details of the hiatus of the who
presided said that yacht racing
naa well equipped with milling facili- lails are lacking.
Chief of Police James McIIughes would become a science in the fu
ties, Work upon It was closed about
was notified as soon as the boys were ture.
twsartr years ago, the expense of
King Edward's new turbine steam
being almost prohibitive when missed from their quarters in the yacht,
the Alexandra, will be launch
lower-price- d
dormitory
began
once
a
at
ayn
and
silver
of
the
ed on the 20th of this month.
She
It is now announced that a search for the missing students.
Two boys by the name of Reilly, will be used by his majesty In August
c.OMBrtay with strong backing is about
to take over the old property, unwat-e- r two by the name of Reel, one O'Brien next.
The steam yacht Columbia, Mr. J.
by name and a boy named Hallihan.
M and again make it a bullion proHarvey Ladew, X. Y. Y. C, has arOperation expense, with a together with another lad who.'e rived
ducer.
at Jamncla. She will cruise in
raltoeod to Globe, will be little more name could not be learned, suddenly the West
Indies until spring.
tbxiB half that of a quarter of a took French leave from the college
The auxiliary schooner, Avarona,
is anil caused the brothers in charge a
center? ago. The road to Globe
ninety feet over all, has been pura Har4 one, however, and the com-paa- v few hours of uneasiness.
chased by Frank Jones of New York
A telegram was sent to Limy an
proposes to build a new road,
tweaty miles long, to Rice station on Mounted Policeman John W. Collier from Mr. Runk She Is considered
fastest of his class afloat.
the Giln Valley, Globe & Northern apprehended the itelllys and Reels, theThe
of Spain will race both
railway. The McMillen district is full who were waiting for a train to carry at Kill king
Cowes during the coming
and
prospects,
looking
and
mines
them to their homes in Blsbee, Arl. season. He has two yachts especially
of good
Later the other boys decided to constructed to compete for the Kaiswhich will be heard from if the new
into
railroad
rn Pacific
Son
return and be good.
ers cup.
rail-as
reality.
This
At St. Michael's college the brotha
The yacht designed by the Fifes,
learned,
probably
been
ers in charge would say nothing of
Scotland, for Sir
Dumbarton,
the Gila Valley line the episode except that It was a at
Thomas Lipton, will take the water
running
trivial matter and that the lads were in a few days. Sir Thomas will tlrst
ashamed of their part in the affair. try her speed nt the Jamestown Exposition yacht races.
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TUNNEL DEDICATION.

Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT 8PRINQ IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
MONEY.
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

a,;iw
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Albuquerque Carriage Company

i

Corner

BILLIARDS.
the amateur pool tournament
Broadway Academy,
in the
H. Rapp, defeated Dr. Howe
by a score of 100 to 40.
This was
Dr. Howes third consecutive defeat,
one of which, however, was due t
forfeiture.
John Roberts the English champion, has sailed from London for the
Cnited States. He will play exhibition matches in New York, Chicago
and Boston, and will play In the
during
the
world's championship
Jamestown exposition.
Ceorge Sutton is the new 18.1 balk
line billiard champion In place of
Willie Hoppe, who won the title in
Paris and later successfully defended
it In this country. Sutton becomes
the title holder by reason of a decision recently rendered by the doners of a trophy the BrUwlck-Balk- e

Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,

xorici:.

This Is the third of I lie onirics describing the operation
of national
oMicrlilp tit railways In FuroM
(By Harry i. Farmer.)
(ieneva, Jan. 12. During the Inst
twenty years Switzerland has been
gradually buying the railways of the
country from private companies, until now nearly all the lines, with n
1,500 mileage, are In the hands of
the government. Last year the earnings were $24,135,474. and the expenses $16,031,389, leaving a prollt of
$8,104,085.

mcnt" holds the record for cheap
travel In Europe. A purchaser has
only to send a note to the head railway olllce telling where he wants to
go on his tour, and he receives In
return an exact statement, with hi.i
Itinerary drawn on a map, times of
trains and guide books.
No I'roc Passes.
There are no free passes in Switzer
land, everybody from the preside it
of the republic down having to pay
his own fare.
All employes,
from director-in-chlto switchman, are divided into
nine classes, entrance front one class
Into a higher necessitating an exAll posts are
amination.
filled by
open competitive
All
examination.
conductors-mus- t
know German and
French, and many can speak English and Italian. The highest salary
paid Is $3,000 a year, which goes to
the directors of the railways;
the
lowest is $240 u year, drawn by
A
passenger
general
switchmen.
agent gets $1,800 a year, a conductor
$600, and an engineer $400. The total number of employes is 27,151.
The Hospital Cur.
The trains make first class tlmi,
some (raveling at the rate of 56 miles
an hour, and (he average speed Is
about 32 miles an hour. Attached ti
every express train Is a Red Cross
car. equipped with everything that
might be needed in the event of a
disaster to give tlrst aid to victims.
The maintenance of these wagons Is
dead loss financially to the government, and as accidents happen very
seldom they nro scarcely ever needed, but the authorities not being in
the business purely for profit believe
they should take every precaution to
relieve suffering If the need arises.

Whips, Axle Oils
and all kinds of saddlery supplies.
I

A Few Words

llr,..

I'liAICS
HOT t'OXTKST.

m

m

'd. the Santa Fc electrician
is arranging to go to Chi-- r
At the Traction park Casino last
g been transferred to the night the 'varsity girls' basket ba'l
g department
at that team defeated the girls' team from
the Indian school by the decisive
score of 25 to 6. Following the
r,
Morris, wife of the
is thought to have game, the first 'varsity team played
langer point in her disease an exhibition game with the second
which they defeated by a mar
my's sanitarium, Law Ve team,
gin of seven, the score being 21 to
21.
The concert at the Elks' th
il trimming In the way of ater last night kept the attendance
Harvey down.
new
well, the
lutchinHoiv, Kan., in to
The first game was characterized
,re.
Probably this is for by the absence of rough play ani
boys with their siutomo- - fouls which have marked previous
games of the girls' team. J. R. Ab
ner officiated as umpire, while Law
an Expre.su company rence Lee waa referee.
till figuring on a sched-ae- d
The last half of the second game
pay which will give witnessed
a decided brace on the
t
all of the employes, part of the second team. With the
of ten per cent to all score 1 to 7 against them, they tied
had not been promot-?ive- d the score.
team work of the
an Increase for a regulars told, The
however,
In the
issatisfaction to arise, last few minutes of playandthey won
lean officials are trying out.
I!. Pratt umpired
this game
idjustment on a more and C. Heald
was referee. A dance
followed the games.
e Employes' magazine
Many ills come from impure blood.
. e which has been pub- ( an t have pure blood
with faulty di
'ly for the emnlnveg
ver and sluggish bowels.
od Hitters strengthens
Is and liver, and purifies

"I

loco-Inee-

1

llBi.

of
sor
th
on

f

Co.

that
Although it was admitted
Sutton really had no legal claim to
the championship because of his having entered into a personal agreement with Hoppe whereby the rules
governing the emblem were violated,
nevertheless It was decided to award
the title to Sutton and not hold a
extournament, in which various
Sutton now
perts might compete.
holds the 18.1 and 18.2 balk line
has now
Shaefer
championship.
challenged Sutton for the 18.1 title.

I

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them

ef

The railways in the country are
divided into the Western Central,
northeastern and southern divisions,
all under the direction of the general
government. Several small lines that
AND CURE THE LUNC8
have not yet passed under federal
control prefer to operate under the
supervision of the government, emWITH
ploying government men and using
government rolling stock, as they
have found their earnings to Increase
by this method.
Since the government took over the
ONSUMPTION
Prlet
railways big reductions
have been
60c Ml. 00
OUGHSand
made in fares, the lines being operatOLDS
Fret Tritl.
ed not so much with the Idea of
making money as for the purpose of
Sureat and Uuickest Cure for all
public usefulness and encouraging
THROAT and LUNO TROUBtourists to visit the country. The
LES, or MONET SACK.
charges are almost the lowest In thj
world, being three cents a mile tlrst
Williams' Indian Pill
class, 2
cents second class and
will care Ullua,
SDr.
1
5
third class. Excursion tickets
ana Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors.
are Issued
at
for
itching
filluys
the
at once, acts
round Journey.
us a Doullk-e- , gives Instant re
Totirlni; .Made Kasy.
lief. Dr. WIllliims'liKllanl'lle Ointment Is prepared for Piles and Itch
The "abonnement" system of
ing of the private parts. Kvery box la
Is In force In Switzerland.
A
warranted, llv dnu.rirlKtH. by mull on rft- ertiit of price. 60 ennta ami fl.OO. WILLIAMS
?16 second class ticket entitles the
to trattel
purchaser
will MANUFACTURING CO.. Prop. Clf veland. Ohio.
The nevt of these artli'lcM
anywhere he
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
wants in the country us often as he tell of government ownership of rail
wants for thirty days. This ticket roads In Italy.
Bel-glu-

m

base ball team next

son.

The

sea-

Dr. King's
flow Discovery

Oil E
u

I

cold
weather
England bids fair
to make this one of the greatest
Jockey seasons in years. Harvard,
Yale, Prlncetown, Columbia and no
end of smaller colleges are hard at
work on the Ice.
From present indications It looks
as though the American Association
will have more new players next season than any other baseball organization In the country.
Frank Farrell, owner of the New
York Americans, will Join the colony
of horsemen at Sheepshead Bay during the coming summer. He Is
a palatial residence on Long
Island.
At
a meeting of the Southern
League in Birmingham, Ala., the salary limit was placed at $2,700.
Thomas Longboat, tho loin? instance runner, is In New York wlih
his manager. longboat, whose home
is in Caledonia, near Hamilton, Ont.
and who conies from six nations of
Indians, Is the champion long distance runner of the world. He wot
the Marthon race in Toronto in September and on Christmas day ran ten
miles in a race at Hamilton in 64
minutes and 50 seooii'K beating the
record by three minutes. H is only
'19 years old and w Mg'.is less (hen
40 pounds.
New

MISCIXIiANF.Ol S
Chicago is to have a public golf
links at Garfield Park. There are
forty acres available for the course
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADand Tom Bedlow is laying it out.
AT WALTON'S
CANDIES,
Tommy McCarthy, formerly of the
Boston Nationals, will coach the STORE.
j

1

REAL,

ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room S, Cromwell Block, Aibuquerqu
Automatic Telephone 174.
INSURANCE.

continued

throughout

For Jiistli-- of l'euce.
hereby announce myself us a re
to
publican candidate for
the ofllce of Justice of the peace fo
precinct 26, of Bernalillo county. 1
submit my record as Justice of the
pence to the voters of said precinct.
Flection,
and solicit their votes.

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store
No.

Janunray

North

Second

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
and Salt Mtala,
Factory.
IMIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Building, North Third BtrMf.
All Kinds of Frrnh

tlaim 8auaag

MAUGER
VJOOL
with Raaoe ft

W. E.

Manner.

Office, 118 North

First

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

BECKER HOTEL
I,
Manta Fm

New Management, November

Opposite tho

1

90S

Depot

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKM, M. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRB INSURANCE, REAL B3TA7&
LOANS.
'
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BmlldU.

14.

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY

GF.ORG K R. CRAIG.

BAMBROOK BBOB.

For Constable.

Prvj.

LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLB)
SADDLE HOR8E8 SPECIALTY.

I hereby submit myself to the vot

as
ers of precinct 26 for
constable for said precinct, and take
this method of asking for their
suffrage at the election which will
be held Monday, January 14.
J. II. SMITH.

Cured of Lung Trouble.
"It Is now eleven years since I had
a narrow escape from consumption,"
writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
man of Kershaw, H. C. "I had run
down in weight to 135 pounds, and
coughing was constant, both by day
Finally I began takand by night.
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and
continued this for about six months,
when my cough and lung trouble were
entirely gone and I was restored to
my normal weight,
170 pounds."
Thousands of persons are healed
every year. Guaranteed by all drugDRUG gists.
50c and $1.00.
Trial bottle
free.

M.

TOTI A OH API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liai
nd Cigars. Place your orders Mi
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STROP!.

I

Monday,

212

Albuquerque, N. M.

KILL the COUCH

0. A. SLEYSTER

Dartmouth

You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $55.01.

long-of-we-ar

New-Yor-

.

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

-

In

Hi Cti--

203

MOT EARNINGS OF GOVERNMENT also allows the holder to have free
llAIMCOAIIS IX TIIK ALPINi: transportation on all the Swiss lake
ItKPl BMC AltH WOltTIIY OF steamers. This thirty day "abonn-

es
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B. RUPPE

At Consistent
Prices

1

m

and T(raa Aveou

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

tf.

orrison, the Santa Fe a...
station, has resigned and
re to Kl Paso.

rlrtt Str0t

WE FILL

ee

mo

venicies

at Reduced

rs

Colo-ecom-

TRAIN DECORATED

i

l

yen r.
All thoroughbreds

rod of the rnslnp, tore away the
step of the mall car, threw the renr
trucks from the track and did other
damage to the train. It Fecms like a
miracle that no one was Injured, for
at this point the Rio Orande ruim
close to the cliffs, leaving only room
enough for the single narrow gauge
track. However, the train was running slowly nt the time and the boulder first struck the engine and was
thus deflected. The train was delayed several hours by the accident.
hiB

BUILD ROADS TO

r l

ASK SWISS SUPERVISION

It U'ING.
There are sixty entries for the Coney Island Jockey club stakes for
three year olds. The stakes are valued at 120,000.
Prince Loberisky for whom tIIIIp
Cannon, the American rider will ride
this year In Russia. Is a nephew of
the Czar.
If he cannot find a buyer within
the next few days Colonel Robert
Melville will again run Herculold,
Mr. McCnnn. the Miner and Melbourne.
It has been reported that at least
two tracks In Chicago will be allowed
to race a limited number of days this

Start the New Year Right

PARK SLVF.X.

EVEN INDEPENDENT ROADS

Notes

Save Your Money

EVENING OITIZO.

ALBUQUERQUE

I1M)7.

The "Sadie" for mountain parties aa4
at special rates on week dwym.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John &

A.

Em

WALKER,
rmm

iNmUHANCK.
Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 217 West

COMING IN OUT

sal

Ass
KaUrexsl

OF THE COLD avenue.
appreciate a perfectly heated
house, but It is not every house that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
is properly warmed. If yours is lacking in any way, or it you are undecided what is the best system to in- LIVERY, BALK, FEED AND TRAM
stall in a new house and need InforFER STABLES.
mation that is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and atulee Bought and mm
We are specialists for hot water, hot
changed.
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUT 3 IN THB CUT'S
4
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go Second Street, between Railroad
Copper Aveane.
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boys of the local office Intend to
send a story to the magazine each
month.
The New Mexican says: Mrs. T. J.
Tonge and young son arrived In the
city this morning from Albuquerque,
where they have been visiting friends
for several days, stopping there en
route from Ketner.
Mrs. Tonge is
the wife of the newly appointed superintendent of motive power and
rolling stock of the Santa Fe Central
railway, whose headquarters are at
Estancia. Mr. Tonge was expected in
the city on this evening's train to
Join his wife and boy who have taken
apartments for the time being at the
Palace hotel. While in Albuquerque
Mrs. Tonge and child were guests at
the home of Irving c. Hicks, master
mechanic of the Atchison, Tnpeka &
Santa Fe railway.
m
'
I
K
I.DI
i:i.i.
IlIG liOI
ON MOVING TRAIN
A tifteen Ion boulder rolled on the
lenver & Rio Grande railroad track
between Buclurum aii'l Wo Grande
water tank on Wednesday just as the
passenger and freight train for
Colorado, which had left Santa
Fe an hour and a half before, was
panning. The boulder broke the drlv- -
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its Location

liKl.KN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALBL'uL'Eltgl.'K.
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM rillCAOO. KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND rOlNTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25xU0
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC TARE A..D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING
1,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE

HELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

ooeeoeesvccceoosoo

tt&0O99m9
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COME

TO HELEN, M. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

KexeoeowKseo
oexeooOw
A Railway

Center

ALL FAST I.IMITFI)
FXPltFKK, MAIL AND
RI IGIIT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FK WILL tJO
OVFIt Till: MAIN LINK THROUGH TO RF.LKV, FAST
AND WFKT, NORTH ANI) SOUTH.
I

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

j

i

;

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN

BECKER,

Pies

Im-

WM. M. BERGER,

0 00000000000000000 0000 00 000000000000 0000000 000000

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
MONEY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
CASH
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

S

S

PKR CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FoR MAPS AND PRICES
YoU WISH T SECURE THE I'lli '1' 'EST LOTS.

Sec'y.
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Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes

for Men from
for Women from
for Boys from

$1.25 to $4.00
$1.50 to $5.00
$1.25 to $2.25

for Girls from
for Babies from -

$1.00 to $2.50
50 to 1.35

Largest Line of Candy in the City

Walter Connell, the Ios Lunns
merchant. Is In the oily on business
(V M. Smith, aduitor for the Har
vey system, uame In from I .as Vegas
last night.
IngallH.
Attorney Ellsworth
who
has been Ht Santa Fe on business, re
turned last night.
tho
Mrs. MrMnhnn, representing
Northwestern Portrait company, is In
the city from Denver.
Mrs. I.. T. Lowe, wife of the SanU
Fe agent nt La Joyn, I In the city
visiting and shoppingMr. Solomon lienjamln Is expect-- I
ed home tomorrow from a visit to
her parents In Mississippi.
Mrs. W. J. Jones of the Harvey
rurlo system Is confined to her home
on East Railroad avenue by Illness.
Manager Hyther of the Dunn Com
merclal agency In this city Is unable
to be nt hlr ofllee on account of sick
-

j

ed that only three persons in East r
Las Vegas were against
division,
while alt others seen were' decidedly
In favor of division.
The people of
East Las Vegas are tired of paying
nearly all the taxes of San Miguel
We can save you money
county.
James D Eakln, president of tho
Liquor company, has
consolidated
returned from Louisville, Ky., wherrs
he visited some of the big distilleries In the purchase of a Piano
Of that linrt of tho rnnrilrTh
people, says
Yellowstone"
Mr.
Eakln, treated him royally and his
"lay In the Falls City was one con
tinuol round of pleasure. He vlsitled We Carry the Largest Stock
Cherokee park, one of the pretty of New Pianos Ever Shown
sights of Ixiuisville, and reports It
the finest spot his eyes gnxed unon in This Territory.
tor many years.
at
The police of El Paso are mad at SECONDHAND Pianos
the El pnso News for some trivial your own pricesalmost.
offense, and the narrow-minde- d
chief
of police gave orders to his force that
SEE US betore you buy
they must ignore the News, as fur
giving thut paper any Items In
he future. Since the manifesto, the
El Paso News Is showing up In true
lines the shortcomings of the El Paso
&
police force and Is publishing In every
Issue a lint of crimes, such as assaults. Ealtblisbetf 9M
206 W. Oold Aveme
robberies, etc., which have been com
mitted the past few days and no
arrests made, nil on account of the
Incompetency of the police force oX Genuine American
block, per
that city, It always pays the police
on
ifl Rn
force of any city to be civil toward C'errllloi Lump
Sfl.50
newspapers.
Anthracite Nnt
S8.50
Anthracite
mixed
to on
TO THE ONE MAN HAND.
Anthracite,
stove .and .furnace
In view of his
and the
B"
S9.50
frantic attempts to toot his own ba
Cu-kSS.00
zoo, that quaint, eccentric young man Clean Gas
WOOD.
who makes folks laugh (?) In the Green Mill Wood,
per load
$2.25
guise of "Second Fiddler" on the
Marnln' Choinal should style himself
W.
&
The One-Ma- n
Band and Orchestra."
Some of the notes he sounds are dis
Both Phones.
tinctly reminiscent of a Dutch "pull
out" accompanied by the bray of an
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE.
Arizona burro.
"Mlstah Johnsing,
Shame on You." Just try anothev CLEAN, SATISFACTORY. ECOXO.
brand of foolish powder and foi-r- MICAL, EXCELLENT FOR OPEN
It.
GRATES, $6. PER TON. W. H.
We do It right. ROUGH DRY. Im IIAIIX a CO.
perlal Laundry Co.

Believe Us

PERSONAL

'

CITIZEN.

I

(aaaaaasaaiaaaaaaaaaaaanaaaaaaaaaaBaMBat

LOCAL. AND

Shoes For The Family
Shoes for Babies and Girls, Young Men, Young Women
and older folks.
There are special factories for making each kind and it
is our business to know where good shoes are made.
It is because we are careful and experienced buyers that
we are able to offer you the best goods for the least money.
There is a difference between cheap and low cost shoes.
We never sell cheap, trashy shoes, but we touch your
pocketbook lightly and serve your feet well.

-

I

EVENUTG

ness.

.NOW

o 0MLV THING

i

t

Successor to

fr

F. F. Trotter 4

CONFECTIONERY

SUGAR

GEO. W. IHCKOX

T. Y. MAYNARR

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND

HARDWARE

ST.

GO.

Fogrta and Railroad Avenue

Rarebit

A

to be propcrIyprrfxred,iihould be made
in a .Maiinl:uj, ltowmun Chafing DUh.
Alwaya.'euriy, tu worrying about Area.
S' npljr a match, and iu a few tuinutea

TODAY

Down

the

Banning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
hai pisduced a dainty morsel to
your Runts. Be aurc to aee thatregale
your
chafing dish is urmlinl with the
aeamleaa ''Ivory" aamaa
el , rood pan found only in Man.

II

lstutd
aiug--

Uowmaa

He

Co.

dialing

ron aic

ALBUQUEROUE

IMahca.

mr

Learnard

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

El JUl

VERY BEST VALVES, iit
D0NT VANTyW LEFT

X tVttrx.

Lindemann,

COAL

H. HAHN

CO.

A
NX

. aania aaaam ta Sl 0.m.mA
prow t7c
YEJ. OUR. PRICES HAVE FALLEN BUT THEY
HAVE NOT FALLEN ON SHIPPED IN "FAKE"
STUFF. THEY HAVE FALLEN ON WHAT WE
a

115-11- 7

.

B

MERCHANDISE.

STUDY THOSE GREEN TAGS

'ii

Th

Railroad Avenue Clothier.

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Ccppar Ave.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

TIN SHOP
In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

2

0
Wholesalp and Rpfa.1

I

HARDWARE

00

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings-Ste- am
and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

ft

Mailorders Solicited
1 1 T, Oouttt rmt
IIS.
tie,4oa.
mtrt
.40I,
Herth riratatrmmt

Albuquerque,

NeMexlco

y,

mm

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

AVE

Diamond.. Watcae.. J.walry, Ct Ola... dock. Bllrerwar,.
Tout trad, and
A SQUARE DEAL.

iuru:i

w,

UtIU

FREE LUNCH
ELEPHANT.

AT

THE WHITE

RANCH EGGS.

For fresh eggs, one or two days

"bid

phone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
street und Mountain road.
HAH I'D

CHICKEN,

WITH

TER DRESSING, AT THE
Rl'S HOTEL TOMORROW.

OUR SPECIAL

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,

Semi-Annu-

HONEY

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 203, Albuquerque.
$1.00.

Watch Our Windows

:

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
9. Btcond St.

119

Mr.

Gold

WAL

10 lbs. Nice

MONDAY, JAN. 14

I2t

VS
COLCM- -

TON'S DRUG STORE.

Clearance Sale

al

Of all Broken Lots of Clothing Begins

l

on some of our--

ly

i

HARDWARE

me

Do It Today

self-estee- m

1

THAT FALLS

this
of the yea r,
our prices are coming

et

C. N. BRIGHAM

i That resolved
jnow is not the

-

Karl E. Moon, the photographer,
who has been nt the Ornnd Canyon In
pursuit of his calling, has returned
to this city.
Train No. 4 of Thursday night did
not reach the city until 12:20 o'clock
last night. Train No. 8 arrived about
an hour later.
f
Mr. and Mrs. Louis McKae,
Magdalena, are again In the city, vl-itlng Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Haydcn,
parents of Mrs. Mcltae.
A. D. McGnffey, who was at Thor-ea- u
on business connected with thi
affairs of Horabin-McGaffereturn
ed to the city this morning.
J. v. Key is up rrom lieien to
his little son, who Is convalescing nt
St. Joseph's hospital, having been
very 111 with typhoid fever.
Geo. B. Shaw, representing
th
Kansas City Taper company, Is In the
city calling on local trade.
Mr
Shaw Is accompanied by his wife.
Women's Felt Julletes with fur
James 8. Duncan of Las Vegas,
black, red, green or brown
who was chosen at the last election trimming,
as a member of the legislative coun They have extra flexible leather soles
are the most comfortable sllD
ell from his district, is here on a visit. and
pers for housewear. Price only J 1.25
Mr. ana Mrs. Dunham, who had and il.EO. at C. May s Shoe Store. 31
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jam
West Hailroad avenue.
for several days, left on tho
3 D. Kakintoony
ror
limited
their home at Los
TOO LATE TO CLASSI1"Y.
Angeles.
Ft)
It
SALE Good riding md driv
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert C. Clarke, of
ing pony, J 16. 1009 South Arno,
New York City, who enjoyed several
days at Santa Fe, are In Albuquerq ruijisD nay horse,
am
saddle
on a visit. They are en route to the
bridle. Inquire of Chief of Pollc
Paclllc coast cities.
Thos. McMillen.
Among the lawyers who returned
IIAKED CHICKEN, WITH OYS
from Santu Fe last night and who
had been on business before the su TEH DRESSING, AT THE COLVM
preme court, were E. L. Medler, M. IJI S HOTEL TOMORROW.
E. Hlckey and A. II. McMillen.
YOURS FOR
THE
TAKIN- GL. R Crawford, after several years FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
of service with the Alvnrado Phar EPHANT.
macy, has accepted a position as of
SELLING OUT HELOW COST.
flee manager of the Albuquerque Car
All our men's and boys' overcoats
rlage company.
The remains of Edward T. Hunnan, and suits, all underwear, quilts, wool
blankets and shoes, at the
Chicago newspaper man. who died aud cotton
suddenly Tuesday nt St. Vincent's Cash Buyers' Union, 122 North Sec
Special bargains today
street.
Sanitarium, Santa Fe. have been sent ond
to his home In Milwaukee, Wisconsin
IF YOU WANT TO ENJOY A
for lnto'ment.
GOOD 8UNDAY
DINNER, GO TO
The Bernalillo County Teachers' as THE ZEIGER'S CAFE RESTAUR
soclatlon met In the Third ward ANT TOMORROW.
ONLY FIFTY
school building this afternoon with CENTS.
a very small attendance present. The
WHOLE CORN.
program carried out consisted of sevFINE CORN CHOP.
eral papers by teachers on the school
COARSE ORN CHOP.
room.
CORN GRITS.
II. B. Weiller. the First street mer
JUST RECEIVED,
TWO CARS
chant, Is sporting a handsome sle
net ring, which was a present to him REST KANSAS CORN 133,000 LHS,
E. W. FEE,
by the Arbuckles Coffee
company
ttO2-0- J
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
The present Is a reward for sellliiK
eight and nine-tentcases of Ar
A SANITARY HOTEL.
buckles.
In view of the fact that Albuquer
A party of tourists, consisting of que Is a health resort, many people
Mr. George K. Porter of San Fran- avoid the public eating house fo
cisco, Miss Katherlnc Yannell of Los lear oi iniecunn.
This general pre
Angeles, Dr. and Mrs. Ira B. Ladd caution speaks well for the wisdom
and Mrs. George S. Ladd of Stockton, or ine people, but with reference to
stopped over here yesterday on their some of the public places, the fear
return from a visit to Old Mexico.
Is groundless.
If you could see the
scalding and disinfecting
According to recent orders. Unit-- ;
States inspectors of immigration wl:l through which all utensils and table
hereafter report to the inspector In articles pass at the Columbus hotel.
charge at El Pnso instead of Tucson, your fears In regard to that house
would be entirely allayed. After an
Ariz., where they formerly reported
There are four Inspectors of immi article has passed the Columbus h.- gration in New Mexico.
They arj tel washing department, it is .posiand
absolutely
stationed nt Albuquerque, Alamogor- - tively
sterilized
Everything sanitary at. the Colum
ao. ueming and Tucumcari.
bus.
Dr. McLandirss, of the Barnett
building. Is enjoying a visit from his
CLUH HOUSE .MAPLE SVRl P IS
brother.
William McLandress, who
TO
RE
PURE
dropped In unexpectedly last night GUARANTEED
MAPLE, WITHOUT
ADULTERA
The latter comes from New York city TIONS
OF ANY KIND.
FOUND
ana is an organist and singer of con- ONLY AT
MALOY'S.
siderable note. He was a tenor with
Henry Savage's Opera company a few
RAKED CHICKEN, WITH OYS
years ago. Mr. McLandress comes tj TER DRESSING, AT THE COLUM-IIUisew Mexico to escape the rigorous
HOTEL TOMORROW.
winter of New York.
Do yau want the best mare in the
Hon. James S. Duncan, one of thj
T. J. Shlnick is offering his
councllmen to th territorial legisla- city?
well-bre- d
driving mares for sale.
ture from San Miguel county, is In
the city visiting his son, who is a Action" holds the matinee record for
trotters here, having gone the half
student at the New Mexico univei-sltThey are warranted
and his daughter, Mrs. Arthur mile In 1:07.
Lowe.
Regarding the proposition to sound and gentle for women to drive.
divide San Miguel county, Mr. Dun- Call and see them, at 219 Copper
can emphatically denied that politicians had worked up the scheme,
DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
regardless of the Morning Journal to
RESTAURANT TOMORROW
the contrary. Mr. Duncan also stat CAFE
FOR
SUNDAY
YOUR
DINNER.
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
DR. C. II. CONNOR
CENTS.
OSTEOPATH.
If you want good
substantial,
Rooms S and 4, N. T. Arniljo building. home-made
bread, get It from the
New Home Bakeryy,

'rT

A

ve.

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT, SOLD
EXCHANGED

Association Offloo

Transactions

2C

II

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of
and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
CANNOT

WE

New-Mexic-o

the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
note and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can if
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
U owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

Cuaraatooo

ROSENFIEIO'S,

118 W.

R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HALL
Admission

50c

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCHOOl

tidies Fret

1Z
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